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A School of Thrift
A Saving Account at this bank has been a School
of Thrift and a foundation of business SUccess
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(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to
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himaelf a Monthly Income at age
60-65.
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Interior View of West End Power Plant, Showing Four Turbo-Generators

Reducing Faetory Costs
Volume production is recognized as necessary
to low costs. Often it is the determining factor
in competition. The element of waste in time,
power and materials is progressively reduced as
quantity output increases.

The factory executive has an unlimited field in
seeking the little loopholes through which
profits may escape. The degree to which he
can correct these operating leaks determines
the measure of success he attains.
The generating of power for manufacturing
purposes is our special business. just as the
making of your particular product is your ex-
clusive concern. You have no time for other

details, except as they may have some bearing
on your operations.
You cannot think about power problems and at
the same time give maximum concentration to
manufacturing your product. It is decidedly to
your interest to let us solve the former while
you devote all your time to the latter.
We can generate and deliver power to you at
less expense than you can produce it. Day or
night, the year round, you can depend upon this
needed aid in your factory. You pay only for
what you use in this most efficient service.
On request, we will be glad to furnish com-
parative figures and interesting details bearing
upon savings you can effect in your factory.

The Union Gas & Electric Corrrpany
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Sailing West to India
cSINCE the days of Christopher
Columbus men have felt the call to
"sail due west to find India" . In
an organization like Westinghouse,
such pioneering spirits find happy
haven as research engineers. Their
every thought is a questiori-Levery
energy bent to discover new and
more effective answers to baffling
problems.

Immediately Westinghouse began
to build alternating current machines
of high voltages, for example, the
problem of insulation became acute.
For thirty-five years high voltages and
insulation have formed an endless chain
of problems. As voltages have been
increased, improved insulation has
been demanded. As insulation has

been bettered, voltages have been still
further increased.

One striking contribution" of Wes-
tinghouse research engineers has been
the perfection of an entirely new in-
sulation material-Micarta. Possess-
ing many of the qualities of metal,
paper, fiber, mica, gum, rubber, Mi-
carta differs in radical respect from
all of these.

It serves industry indirectly as im-
proved insulation material, and also
directly because of superiorities when
used for gears, propeller blades, and
the like.

Only the imagination can set a limit
on the field for the research engineer
-or for an organization that centers
around him.

Westinehouse
ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY
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General Motors Building
Detroit, Michigan

ALBERT F. KAHN, Architect

"In 'Cferms of
the Colossal"

Drawn by Hugh Ferriss

THE co-ordination of commercial strength, architectural vision and engineer-
ing skill which created this titanic quadruple office building represents

the motive and creative force which has turned the eyes of the world toward
this type of American architecture.

This, the largest office building in the world, possesses fundamentally
magnificent largeness in irs conception, and a clean-cut directness in its ex-
ecution which place ir among the most significant of American buildings.

With such existing structural achievements no architectural future is impos-
sible, no project too vast or too complex to come readily to our imagination.

Certainly modern i~vention-modern 'engineering skill -and organization,
will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.

o TIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all principal Cities of the World
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GATHERING·LINE HEADERS AT PLANT NO.9 OF CHESTNUT AND SMITH CORPORATION, KIEFER,OKLAHOMA

KEEPING FAITH WITH THE OIL INDUSTRY'S FAITH IN CRANE
Experienced engineers in oil fields and
refineries place their confidence in the
dependable service Crane products give.
They use Crane piping to carry millions
of barrels of oil from the wells through
storage farms to refineries. And they em-
ploy countless Crane valves and fittings-
many of special design-to direct and con-
trol this flood at each step along the way.

Crane engineers regard this confidence as
a definite responsibility. Accepting it, they
consistently maintain Crane standards,
altering them only to better them.
Through constant research, these special-
ists seek improvement in designs and ma-
terials- to promote the progress of the oil
industry and to earn its continued faith in
products that bear the Crane name.

CRANE
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING. 636 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 366 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities
National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal

War,s: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montrtal
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
C!! CRANE: PARIS. NANTES. BRUSSELS

Wash Sink of Enameled Iron, No. Y-391
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Stage directions for this scene from William Vaughn Moody's play, "The Great
Divide," call for a woman's muffled scream, a pistol shot, and the crash of break-
ing furniture. The microphone on the right sends them all to your home.

An Exciting Evening

•
Here are four of the WG Y
Players (the world's first
radio dramatic company)
at a thrilling climax that
almost turns sound into
sight.

WGY, at Schenectady, KOA;
at Denver, and KGO, at
Oakland, are the broadcasting
stations of the General Electric
Company. Each, at times, is a
concert hall, a lecture room, a
news bureau, or a place of
worship.

Tune in, some evening,
on one of their productions.
You will be surprised to
find how readily your
imagination will supply
stage and setting.

If you are interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.
AR 391 containing a complete
set of these advertisements.

SS·HDH

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL BLECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

L
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}emshid was eminently distinguished for learn'
ing and wisdom. It is said that coats of mail,
ct.irasses, and swords and various ~inds of armor
were invented and manufactured in his time, and
also that garments of sil~ were made and worn
by his people.

"Helmets and swords, with curious art they made,

Guided by jernshid's skill; and silks and linen

And robes of fur and ermine. Desert lands

Were cultivated; and wherever stream

Or rivulet wandered, and the soil was good,

He fixed the habitations of his people;

And there they ploughed and reaped: for in
that age

All labored ; none in sloth and idleness

Were suffered to remain, since indolence

Too often vanquishes the best, and turns

To nought the noblest, firmest resolution."

--'The Persian Boo~ of Kings.
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Waste When the god Mercury wished to torment
some poor mortal, he sent a Dream to dis-

turb his slumbers. Now it so happens that Mercury
was also the God of Commerce, and, if he still held
power over mortal man and wished to trouble the
sleep of some poor Captain of Industry, he would
most surely send his Dream disguised as Waste.

Waste is the nightmare of the modern indus-
trialist. Wastes are manifold, and much time would
be required to make a partially complete list of their
different forms. They appear and are most com-
monly recognized as waste of human life, waste
from fire, waste from inefficient processes, and waste
of raw materials.

Industries have long recognized the awful loss
that they bear because of fire and accident, and
they have endeavored to protect themselves against
such loss by means both direct and indirect. But
only recently have American industrialists begun to
realize that elimination of waste of raw material
and refinement of existing processes may be the
means of enlarging that interesting item known as
"net revenue."

Just as an example, let us consider the industries
interested in forest products. Not so long ago, these
industries were slashing from our forests the timber
which offered them a quick profit and leaving behind
them a tangled mass of boughs and inferior wood
which merely required a spark to start a forest fire.
It has been estimated that 28 per cent of the original
timber was left to rot.

But now a new policy is being followed. In the
Far West we learn that a paper mill has been built
adjoining a lumber mill to make paper out of what
otherwise would be waste wood. In the South it

has been found entirely possible to use the waste
from paper mills and even the stumps from cut-
over lands to manufacture kraft writing paper. And
in the great forests of Minnesota whole ind ustr.es
have sprung up which turn what were known as
"weak woods" in the good old days, into such arti-
cles of commerce as toothpicks, tongue depressors,
clothespins, and packing boxes.

The elimination' of waste by the conservation of
raw material and the improvement of processes is
not to be had, however, by the mere realization that
profit lies in that direction. The industrialist must
realize that good hard money must first be spent
in research into the questions involved. No hit-or-
miss, hocus-pocus method would have served to con-
vert yellow pine stump into wrapping paper. But,
as in this case, so in others, research to eliminate
waste offers great reward to those industries which
are wise enough to institute it.

Selective In mining diamonds 111 South Africa. a
Adhesion unique method is used to separate the

precious stones from the rock which
holds them. The diamond-bearing stone is crushed
and passed over a long table which is smeared with
grease. The grease sticks to the diamonds, holding
them in its grip, while the worthless rock passes
over the table and is discarded.

Strange, we say! But is it strange? Each day
we unconsciously play the part of animated sorting
tables over which streams of material must pass.
And at the end of the day we find ourselves pos-
sessed of certain ideas which we have culled from
this great mass of material. Precious ideas, we call
them, even more valuable than the diamonds of the
sorting table.
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But are these ideas precious? That depends upon
several factors. If, through years of careful train-
ing and preparation, we have developed our brains
so that they only offer selective adhesion to
thoughts and ideas which are worth while, then we
may be sure that we are collect;ng gems of infinite
value. No man reaches the ideal state, but some
approach that condition. Of such men it is said
that t~1ey think clearly, 'which is just another way
of saymg that they have trained their brains to offer
selective adhesion to sound ideas.

While the University has enjoyed a
steady growth since its organization

in 1870, its period of greatest expansion began in
1910. Since that time the attendance has increased
more than 300 per cent, while the investment in
educational buildings has increased less than 250
per cent. This would indicate that, in spite of the
remarkable activity in the building program, addi-
tional buildings are needed to take care of the
rapidly-increasing attendance. That the University
authorities are aware of this and are endeavoring to
meet the ever-growing needs is plainly evidenced
by the present and contemplated building program.
The present senior class which will graduate on the
day when it is planned to dedicate the new law
building will have seen the start, entire construction,
and dedication of four new major units of the Uni-
versity. The Memorial Dormitory, the Nippert
Memorial Stadium with its team rooms and dispen-
saries, the Tanners' Research Laboratory, and the
Alphonso Taft Hall are milestones in an educational
advance which must and will continue. The gradu-
ates of four years hence will probably be able to
look back on a similar or even greater period of
growth. Among the buildings already contem-
plated are a Convocation Hall, Electricity and
Physics Building, and an Applied Arts Building; the
future alone knows what others may be added.

Though one cannot help regret the passing of the
greater intimacies and other advantages of the
smaller institution, it must be gratifying to all to
know that with the increased facilities and enroll-
ment the university is ever extending its scope of
service to the individual, the community, and the
nation at large.

Growth

In his everlasting grapple with old
mother nature man has been side-
tracked and lured up many blind
alleys. In a recent issue of the

General Electric Review, is recalled the discussion
that arose during the middle ages as to how many
angels could dance on the point of a very fine needle
without jostling each other. The debate was car-
ried on by the best educated people of the day and
lacked nothing in vigor, but the result brought about
no improvement in the happiness or mode of living
of the people of that day or since.

It is the outcome of these errors as well as the
successful attempts, that have acted as guide posts
for our mental crusades on mother earth, and in
evolving a consistent and sound method of thinking.

The devotees of science have expended great
energy in the painstaking research and analysis of
a limitless variety of subjects, which to many of us
as laymen seem to have as little relation to our every
day lives as the matter of the angels and the needle
point. How many people considered at the time
the information was obtained as of any great mo-

Angels
and
Electrons

ment, what made the needle of Faraday's compass
turn, or how fast a falling stone o-ains velocity or
why radium decomposes into leacl. Yet these 'un-
derlying principles are the superstructure of our
modern developments.

In this day, blind alley expeditions have been
:ninimi.zed to the nth degree, and we are justified
111feeling that one group of men is performing a
lasting service in determining how manv electrons
gyrate about the intangible nucleus with'in an atom
even. tho~lgh another group of men accomplished
nothing 111an equally earnest endeavor to arrive
at the number of intangible beings that could move
~bout a needle ~0111t. The one group was engaged
111pure specu latio n for the sake of speculation' the
other is occupied in research which has a definite
objective.

To produce steel at a lower cost is to serve man
~)etter, t? make motor cars that the poorest can buy
IS to brighten the outlook of millions to eenerate
electrical energy cheaply is to change h~vels to
homes and to lift burdens from the backs of men.

As we draw a perspective of what has been done
we see that it is not a question of time or of energy
expended, but of accomplishments that measures the
value of these sieges on dame nature.

Looking forward, we may see great monsters
flashing across the continent, driven by a source of
power at some far distant point. Overhead huz e
floating ships and many darting planes may b~ see~1,
and under-foot, untouched energy will be extracted
from the elements. Ultimately, these are the ends
of the research scientist.

The On only two occasions each year do
Tenth the engineers of both sections really get
Annual together. The first is the Co-op Dance.

. . This affair, of course, attracts only the
socially mmded, the word "social," in this case,
carrying its usual feminine implications.

Th~ second, and at this moment the more impor-
tant, IS the Co-op Stag, soon to celebrate its tenth
anniversary. . Three features always characterize
this affair. The first is prosaic and common euou eh .
food-but with a difference. The second is enter~
tainment in the form of music and oratory. And it
must be admitted that both have always been un-
usually good, probably due to the spirit of jocularity
which always seems to permeate the crowd at the
Stag.

But it is about the third feature that we would
write especially. It is really a sort of disciplinary
relaxation; for on this one evening of the year the
gods of quiz and lecture are toppled from their
thrones, faculty dignity and aloofness disappear,
and camaraderie reigns. The same man whom one
addresses as Doctor or Professor throughout the
rest of the year acts in such a way as almost to in-
vite the use of nicknames, or, perhaps, the swappino-
of informal yarns. To the younger students, th~
faculty suddenly become human; to the older ones-
friends. It is indeed a night of revelations.

This year the affair will be held at the Chamber of
Commerce on the eleventh of April. The committee
in charge, headed by Jim Paisley, has decided not to
divulge many of the details of the entertainment
planned, but promises that the best-liked events of
all of the recent Stags will be repeated, and that
many surprises, distinctly new in character, will be
offered.

In other words, don't miss the Stag, April 11.

i-------'
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Photo courtesy Merideth. Studio,

Alphonso Taft Hall
Perhaps it will be interesting to some to know

that the newest addition to the buildings on the
campus will house the oldest department of the Uni-
versity, the College of Law. The Cincinnati Law
School, now the College of Law of the University
was opened in ,1838 and was the first law school
west of the Alleghenies. At that time there were
only three other law schools in existence in the
United States, those at Yale, Harvard and the Uni-
versity of Virginia. There have been more than
3,600 graduates from this college, among them some
of the best-known lawyers and statesmen in the
country. Walker's "American Law" was written
while its author was a member of the Cincinnati
Law School Faculty. At least four of the graduates
are known to all the world. These are ex-president
Taft, Vice-President Dawes, and former Congress-
men Joseph G. Cannon and Champ Clark.

This college will soon move into the new build-
ings now being erected on the University campus,
funds for which were in a large part donated by
1\1r. and Mrs. Charles P. Taft. The building will be
appropriately named after 1\1r. Taft's father, Al-
phonso Taft, who was not only a leading citizen but
one of the first friends of the University and a mem-
ber of its Board of Directors for several years. He
was also while a member of the Board, an advocate
of the law by which a tax was secured for the par-
tial support of the University.

The building when completed will contain class
r00111S,offices for the faculty, and a spacious room
for the splendid library of the college. The cost of
the building will be approximately $280,000.

The location in the south-west corner of the
campus was selected because of its convenience to
law students who have afternoons in town and for
faculty members who have law practices in town.
At the same time it will balance the proposed Con-
vocation Hall which will be built about equally dis-
tant from and north of the central group of Univer-
sity buildings.

Beginning next fall the law students will be able
to have classes on the campus for their entire course.
This arrangement should be vastly preferable to the
former plan whereby it became necessary for a
student almost to forsake the campus after the com-
pletion of his pre-legal work. The beneficial effect
of this on school activities will, no doubt, be im-
mediately noticeable.

The building will be ready for dedication in June,
although all interior work may not be entirely com-
pleted at that time. If possible the dedication cere,:-
many will ,take place on Commencement Day which
will also be the annual Spring Home-Coming Day.
It is hoped that Chief Justice William H. Taft, who
is also an ex-dean of the college and a son of Mr.
Alphonso Taft, for whom the building is named,
will be present with Mr. and Mrs. Charles P.Taft
for the dedication.

A considerable saving in the cost of the building
has resulted from the action of Mr. Harry Hake, the
architect, in donating his professional services for
both design and supervision. Mr. Fosdick of the
firm of Fosdick & Hilmer, consulting engineers for
the mechanical features of the building, is an en-
gineering graduate of the University of the class of
1905.
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Rigging a Spar Tree
By E. E. FEAK, E. E., '27.

The feeling that comes once in a lifetime! They
say that troubles never come s.ng ly and 1 can verify
that. But to have them all cleared up at once--!
That is a real thrill.

We needed saw teeth and we needed them badly.
I had ordered them some time before and had re-
ceivedthat bill, but no teeth, I mean saw teeth.
We also needed a spar tree; so on my way to search
for the missing teeth, I looked up a professional

Left-Topping a Spar Tree -:is '3. - ~
Right-Spar Tree Ready for Use ~ II

high-climber and engaged his services, giving him
the necessary instructions and a pat on the back.

After following clues for two days, Uncle Sam
and I found that we could not find the teeth. How-
ever, we did find that they were located somewhere
in one of his pockets known as the postal depart-
ment. So 1 went home to wait for them. When I
arrived I thought some one had been killed. All
the men were standing around doing nothing and
looked at me as though I had committed some sort
of felony. Upon inquiry 1 learned from the Hook-
tender that the High-climber had not shown up.
They were out of logs at the mill and all the logs
were down in a canyon. Without a spar-tree on
the crest of the hill, it was impossible to get the logs
up the hill except by digging up the hillside. By
running the line through a block at the top of a spar
tree the front end of the logs could be made to clear
the ground as they were dragged up the hill.
Therefore, no spar-tree, no logs.

There was only one thing to be done. and I pro-
ceeded to do it. With the aid of my Rolls-Rough
I canvassed the neighboring camps and finally un-
earthed the set of climbers' tools that Noah lost.
Could I borrow them? Sure, if I brought them
back in good condition. We compromised with me
agreeing to bring them back in the same condition
that I received them.

When I got back to camp, all the men except the
hook-tender had gone home for the day. After one
look at the tools I had, he refused to climb, so I
was the goat.

Now let me say right here that I have always had
a natural antipathy for great heights and deep holes.
I always had the idea that I would be put in a hole
soon enough without inviting one to cave in on top
of me. As for heights, while twenty feet is not very
high if you have wings, I was never in a hurry to
acquire the wings. But I put on the climbers, and
Bill, the hook-tender, agreed to coach me from the
ground, as this was my first experience. You have
seen a telephone lineman climb a pole. Well this
was practically the same principle, only the tree
climber's spurs are longer in order to pierce the bark
and engage the solid wood. Instead of a leather
strap to go around the tree, I had a one-inch hemp
rope, the ends of which were tied to a ring in the
belt.

It was necessary to trim off all the limbs up to the
desired point and then cut off the remainder of the
top. There were no limbs on this tree below a
height of sixty feet, so I started climbing. I carried
with me, attached to the belt, a small short-handled
axe and one end of a wire, which Bill assured me
was for the purpose of keeping me from going too
high. As if I needed anything like that! It is a
difficult process to work the rope up the tree on the
opposite side of the tree and have the rope support
you at the same time-a little like lifting yourself
by your bootstraps-so that progress was rather
slow. Bill occupied his time by firing up the donkey
engine. When I had reached a height of almost
sixty feet, my spur engaged a loose piece of bark.
The rope brought me up against the tree with a
hard jolt and I surely did ------! But who

Loading Logs

wouldn't? I had succeeded in chopping off the
limbs up to about ninety feet, after stopping several
times to get my breath and hold discourse with Bill
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on the orrg'm of all professional high-climbers in
general and one in particular. Then at this point
I encountered a limb that was particularly large and
hard. While I was chopping on this limb the axe
glanced and hit the. rope! What would you have
done in this case? Well, that is just what I did. It
did not cut the rope in two, because, as I said, it was
a glancing blow. It did cut it about half in two,
however, so that particular care was necessary from
then all, and I meditated earnestly on the tensile
strength of hemp fibers.

At last) reached the desired height withour fur-
ther mishap, and then to the hazardous part of the
job. At this height of 120 feet there is considerable

the tree two feet from the top and the clevis of the
block fastened through both eyes of the cable. A
quarter-inch cable was then threaded through the
pulley and attached to the end of a three-fourth-inch
cable at the ground. The larger cable was then
pulled through the block with the donkey engine.
Leaving the two cables still connected, a large pul-
ley, known as the main block, was attached to the
larger cable with a strap about twenty feet long.
The main block weighed almost five hundred pounds
and had a lubrication-carrying capacity sufficient for
three months. The big strap was wound about the
tree as many times as possible four feet below the
top and fastened in place with wire. After a great

~ 5"? -)..
In the Heart of the Timber Region J~

sway to one of these trees, so that if you are not deal of wrestling I succeeded~n securing the yoke
watchful the tree tries to jump out from under you of the main block to the eyes of the strap. The
in one direction and then snaps back to hit you in the j unction of the two cables was then pulled to the
face. The direction of the wind determines the direc- ground and the cables wired together about four feet
tion in which the top is meant to fall. It is sawed a from the junction. This was then pulled up to the
little at a time on each of the four sides until it is ap- block and it was thus possible to thread the cables
proximately two-thirds sawed off. The axe is then through the main block by disconnect;ng them at
used to undercut the face opposite the direction from the junction, which left them supported in the small
which the wind is blowing. Sawing is then con- block while the ends were being pained through the
tinued on the windward side until a slight pry with yoke. Then by cutting the wire, the cable was left
the axe will start it over. The purpose of sawing threaded through the main block. All this was done
it on all four sides is to eliminate the possibility of to the accompaniment of a stiff breeze which caused
the tree splitting as the top falls. If often happens the tree trunk to sway and the various pieces of
that the top does not fall in the intended direction cable to dodge at critical moments.
and hits the climber in falling. This could easily Since the top was so small, it was necessary to
be fatal and would be if the tree split. I accorn- fasten guy lines to the pole about ten feet from the
plished the cutting-off without mishap. This was top. The ends of these were hauled up one at a
either beginner's luck, or else my time was not yet time and after wrapping two turns about the tree
come. The tree at this point was about two feet the end was doubled back on the line and secured
in diameter. By means of the wire I then hauled with a bolt clamp. The other ends were fastened
up a small block of about twenty-four pounds weight to convenient stumps in a similar manner. The job
and capable of withstanding the strain of a five- was completed, and I rode the cable down.
eighths-inch cable, and a piece of five-eighths-inch The saw teeth arrived in the evening mail. So all
cable about twelve or fourteen feet long with eyes our troubles disappeared. We were ready to re-
in both ends. This strap was wound twice around sume business as usual.
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Electrical Safeguards Against Property Loss
By S. A. HUFFMAN, M. E. '27

Industrial and commercial establishments valued
at billions of dollars, and housing hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars worth of combustible and portable
goods and equipment are left either in the care of
watchmen or entirely unoccupied from forty to sixty
per cent of the time. Each one of them is a con-
stant source of fire. and each offers a standing invi-
tation to thieves. Immense quantities of perishable
goods in cold storage are lost either through fire.
theft, or damaging changes in temperature. To pre-
vent these forms of loss has become increasingly the
function of electrically-operated signaling eq ui p-
ment. This signaling equipment is in the form of
night watch supervision, burglar alarms, fire a lar ms,
and automatic sprinkler supervision.

Supervision of Watchmen
Very few business houses even approach the ideal

protection. The night watchman, one of the first
means. is now, properly supervised, a very adequate
protection. In the early days, no one knew what
the watchman did during the night, in other words,
whether he watched or not. To check up on the
watchman, recording clocks of both portable and
stationary types were devised, but these were not
entirely satisfactory.

One case of how the watchman "beat" the clock
wil~ suffice to illustrate the possibilities of tam-
penng.

An owner of a large establishment was attending
the theatre. Suddenly he noticed sitting near him,
but unaware of his presence. the watchman who at
that time was supposed to be patrolling the plant
with a portable clock. The employer was naturally
much interested as to how the watchman proposed
to present a record of his work on the following
morning. He was not kept long in doubt. Pres-
ently the watchman drew a bunch of keys from his
pocket, selected one of them, punched the dial. At
intervals, he used the other keys and thus regis-
tered his round correctly, although at that time he
was at a distance of two and a half miles from the
plant. Investigation the following day developed
that the watchman had provided himself with a
duplicate set of keys, and was thus free to seek
amusement wherever he could find it.

Dishonesty or deliberate neglect of duty is not, of
course, the only cause of inefficiency among watch-
men, nor is it the most common one. Accidents, ill-
ness, and attacks by thieves are all possible explana-
tions of his failure to report. It is apparent that no
system of clocks can supervise the watchman's
movements. It can only record them. Hence,
whatever happens to the watchman, the plant re-
mains unguarded for the rest of the night.

Realizing this state of affairs, employers looked
for outside agencies to supervise the movements of
their watchmen. This duty fell to the local tele-
graph companies. Suitable transmitting apparatus
was placed at different parts of the plant. From
these parts wires were run to the central office,
where they were attached to registers or recorders.

Boys were hired to mark or record the signals that
came in and to go out and discover the cause of a
watchman's failure to respond if such were the case.
The system was not kept in the best condition; the
boys were inefficient, and as a result, the service was
justly criticized.

Watching the Watchman at the Theatre L53 - S-L.
A f . I" I :b'i" cY, 13ew cornparues, rea lZl11g t re pOSSI 1 t tres t tat

such a field offered, started to work perfecting this
system. A sepal-ate department was created. Com-
petent men were put in charge. Separate outside
circuits were installed of the best construction
known. The boys were no longer permitted to in-
vestigate delinquencies, but instead, competent men,
known as "roundsmen," were hired. The result was
the present highly efficient Night Watch and Fire
Alarm Service.

In order that the watchman may perform his du-
ties efficiently, he must be healthy, not too old, alert
and strong, and he must have a good sense of smell.
All too often, the watchman is hired with few or
none of these qualities. Generally he is hired as a
matter of economy, which is false, or as an act of
charity, which is grossly misapplied. About eight
out of every ten watchmen at the present time are
totally unfit for the duties they are supposed to per-
form. This in itself makes a central office supervi-
sion all the more important.

The most important part of the combined Night
Watch and Fire Alarm System is the circuit over
which the signals are transmitted. The American
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District Telegraph Company uses the McCulloh cir-
cuit. It is one in which both ends of the circuit at
the central office are equipped with relay, or operat-
ing, registers. When any break or ground comes
on the circuit, these relays instantly signal the cen-
tral office operator. A switch is thrown which so
arranges the circuit that current is supplied as to
the break, or ground, on both sides of the circuit.
A box, when' pulled, automatically completes 'the
battery circuit through a ground connection and
thus all the boxes on one side of the break are re-

Frequently the Watchman Is Hired from Motives of.
Economy or Charity

ceived on one side of the circuit and all the boxes
on the other side of the break are recei ved on the
other side .. Therefore, no boxes are lost while the
repairman is locating and repairing the break.

The watchman's duty is to watch for fires, dis-
cover them, and prevent their spread as well as to
call the fire department. The first few minutes of
any fire are the ones that count. Many times the
city fire alarm boxes are far from adequate to the
needs of a plant covering several acres or a building
several stories high.

Multiple Fire-Alarm Units
This need is supplied by the combined night

watch and fire alarm boxes. When these boxes are
pulled by the insertion of a key in the door as a part
of the watchman's round, a signal is transmitted to
the central office and is recorded on tape there. This
signal is the number of the box. If it is 16, for ex-
ample, it is a dash, blank space, and six dashes
(- - - - - - -). Each box in the plan t has a different
number. The central office knows the exact loca-
tion of every box there; hence, the watchman can be
traced through the factory each time he makes a
roune!. If the watchman fails to signal according to
a schedule furnished by the employer, a roundsman
is sent to inquire the cause of the delinquency. The
watchman is required to sign a slip stating the
cause. If the watchman is unable to proceed with

l

his duties, the roundsman remains at the plant until
relieved by the employer. The following morning
the employer is presented with a report showing the
time when the various boxes were pulled during the
night, together with a separate report of any de1in-
guences or unusual happenings.

In case of fire the watchman runs to the nearest
box, breaks out a glass in the door, pulls down a
lever. The number of the box is instantly trans-
mitted to the central office seven times with the
Morse letter, "F" (- - -), between signals. The
central office maintains a direct wire connection
with the fire department headquarters, with a trans-
mitting apparatus at the central office and a tape
recorder and bell at the fire department head-
quarters.

The fire department assigns a number to each
protected building and carries that number in its
records at the headquarters office. Immediately upon
receipt of a fire signal, the central office transmits
this number to the fire department headquarters
and this in turn, is relayed to the engine companies.
Thus, almost instant, notice is furnished the fire de-
partment of the exact building from which a fire has
been reported. The watchman, knowing that the
fire department is coming directly to the building,
need not leave the fire, but can stay and fight it with
the apparatus at hand. Many times he is able to ex-
tinguish it before the fire department arrives.

The following are a few of the advantages gained
by combining the night watch and the fire alarm
boxes: As the watchman is on the premises sixty
per cent of the time, it is important that he should
know the exact location of the fire boxes. In this
way, he has to go to each one of them several times
a night. He becomes intimately familiar with the
location of each box. Otherwise, in the excitement
he might forget the location. The operation of the
box for watchman service ten or twelve times each
night insures perfect operation of every part of the
mechanism used to transmit a fire alarm. This in-
sures that the box lines and receiving apparatus ,;rill
be in operative condition when a fire emergency
arises. Watchmen boxes are more numerous than
fire alarm boxes, therefore less space has to be trans-
versed in transmitting a fire alarm. Many times
tools are piled up in front of fire alarm boxes. This
is not so with night watch boxes. They must be
pulled, frequently, and hence are always accessible.

"Silen t" Boxes
The watchman has what is known as silent boxes.

These are exactly like all others and are for the pur-
pose of sending in a police call. For instance, sup-
pose the watchman were held up by burglars. They
would force him to pull his round so that the cen-
tral office would not become suspicious.

The watchman pulls his round exactly as before
until he comes to this "silent" box. This he pulls
also. Upon receiving a signal from this box at the
central office the operator immediately sends the po-
lice to the factory and dispatches a roundsman with
keys to let the police in.

Alarm Boxes in Series
To make recording more simple at the central

office, a tour system of night watch boxes has been
invented. The system is this: the watchman has a
key with which he pulls boxes. He pulls all the
boxes with the same key. It is made in such a way
that the boxes must be pulled in succession; that is,
after he leaves the first box, he must pull the second
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are 131 general fire alarm boxes, each of which leads
directly into the city's fire department headquarters.

The men are examined regulady for general
health, conditions of feet and heart, eyesight, hear-
ing and sense of smell, the latter being one of the
most important factors in fire detections. Every
man must know the location of every gas meter and
every cut-out. A vital part of the work is the auto-
matic sprinkler watch. The men are examined fre-
quently to make sure that they know every detail of
the three great sprinkler systems that protect the
plant. They also have keys for every lock in the
building.

Automatic Sprinkler Systems
The automatic sprinkler is undoubtedly the great-

est protection against life and property ever in-
vented. The sprinkler has been in operation for
forty years. Its sucess is unquestioned. Out of
20,097 fires in sprinklered plants tabulated by the
National Fire Protection Association during the last
twenty-two years, 4.45 per cent were not controlled
by the equipment. This percentage was due to the
frozen pipes, closed valves, or defective water sup-
ply. Properly supervised, ,an automatic sprinkler
system is practically certain to control any fire that
may start within its reach. This is proved by the'
fact that insurance companies give a reduction of
sixty per cent to eighty. per cent of the premiums
paid for fire insurance w hen the building has a prop-
er ly supervised sprinkler system. .

By properly supervising we mean that the system
is in perfect condition every minute of the day and
night, or if anything does happen, the cause and 10-
,cation becomes instantly known to those concerned.
This is accomplished by means of a central office
and proper equipment. Even without the supervi-
sicn of a central office, plants equipped with auto-
matic sprinkler system earn ten to thirty per cent on
the investment savings on insurance premiums. This
,is in addition to the safety and security of life and
property.

If a sprinkler head is opened accidentally or by a
fire, water flows through the system. The central
office becomes instantly informed by means of a
water flow valve with proper actuaters and trans-
mitters. The fire department either helps combat
the fire or shuts the water off, hence preventing
damage to property by either water or fire.

The most important single element in any sprink-
ler system is the gate valve. It must be kept open
:Jf the sprinkler system is to be of any value in fight-
,ing fire. Because of this fact proper devices are at-
tached to gate valves which signal the central office
if the gate valve has been partially or totally closed.

For further protection of the system, there are
also low pressure devices for use in pressure tanks,
water level devices for, use in storage tanks, tem-
perature devices, and on all instruments and devices,
safeguards against tampering, and so on.

At times it is advisable not to have water in a
system such as in warehouse because of freezing.
In this case a dry system is used. It is exactly simi-
lar and is supervised similar to a wet system. The
only difference between the two is that in a dry
system air under pressure fills the system. When a

box before the third will operate, and so on. Every
fifth or sixth box sends ina signal to the central
office. So when four or five signals come into the
central office, twenty-five or thirty boxes have been
pulled. These boxes are cheaper, can be placed
closer together, and are just as efficient.
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Why Alarm Service Is Needed

":>
The operation of a typical electrical si alli ng

system is shown by the records of The American
District Telegraph Company, which supervises the
watch service of thousands of commercial and in-
dustrial establishments. The following is a graphic
report of 90,570 cases of delinquencies investigated
in a recent quarter year period and causes of the de-
linquencies of a few cases.

From the foregoing report which it must be re-
membered is for one fourth year only and one com-
pany only, it is seen that watchmen are very ineffi-
cient, even when properly supervised. It costs each
individual watchman personally at least fifty cents
each time a roundsman has to investigate. This in
itself has a decided effect upon making the watch-
man properly perform his duties.

Many of the larger companies approach the ideal
watch service. The Mergenthaler Linotype Com-
pany's plant in Brooklyn has a very admirable sys-
tem. As told in the company's own words, the
watchmen numbering twenty and operating in
shifts are under a superintendent, who has his resi-
dence in the building, and two lieutenants, both ex-
members of the city force, who alternate on watch
day and night in the signal headquarters alongside
of the superintendent's quarters. The patrol of the
factory group is so arranged and checked that every
part of it is inspected every hour, day and night.
Every patrol communicates with signal headquar-
ters through signals from sections throughout the
:JUildings. For double safety these signals go also
to an independent outside watchman's service
agency. No man ever covers the same patrol route
twice consecutively. Thus, no man gets routine
habits. Each man knows every part of the whole
vast establishment, and can repair to any designated
spot with maximum quickness. The system of sig-
nals enables the superintendent or the lieutenant on
watch to reach any or all patrolmen at any moment,
and all can be concentrated at any desired point. In
addition to the internal signals and fire alarms, there
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sprinkler opens the air rushes out allowing water to
rush in.

Automatic Fire Alarms
Different forms of thermostats have been used for

agitating transmitters for sending fire alarms, but
all have been more or less unsuccessful. They all
depended upon the temperature reaching a certain
point before transmitting a signal. However, an en-

through the "vent" without moving the diaphram;
a fire, however, causes such a rapid increase of pres-
sure that the diaph rams are bulged out, the con-
tacts closed, and the alarm given before the pressure
can escape through the vent. The amount of leak-
age through the vent can be regulated so as to pass
a predetermined amount of air per minute, and it is,
therefore, easy to adjust the vent so that a fire will

Direct Communication with Headquarters

tirely new principle is taken advantage of. This is
known as the "rate of rise" principle, and is called
the Aero Automatic Fire Alarm System.

The Aero Automatic Fire Alarm System is a de-
vice which will automatically report a fire a few
seconds after its outbreak. Its sensitive fire-finding
element is a very small copper tube which is fast-
ened along the ceiling in rooms, attics, closed places
to be protected. The tube contains nothing but air
at atmospheric pressure. In case of fire the encased
air becomes heated and expands, thus creating an
internal air pressure.

At both ends of the tube and communicating with
it through air passages, there is a diaphram the same
as is used in aneroid barometers, capable of being
bulged outwards by the air pressure on its interior.
The bulging of the diaphram closes electrical con-
tacts, which operate a wound-up transmitter,
thereby automatically sending a fire call to the cen-
tral office. The central office knows exactly what
floor the fire is on.

Each diaphram frame carries a "vent," which is
really a small lead from the tubing to the outer air.
The "vent" is .the "Compensating" feature of the
system. It allows air to pass very slowly into or
out of the system in order that air inside may be
maintained at the same pressure as that of the outer
atmosphere. Slowly rising temperatures such as
those taking place between day and night, or those
caused by radiators or other heating appliances,
cause an increase of air pressure inside the tube, but
the pressure rises so slowly that it can escape

give an alarm and a normal rise of temperature will
not do so.

In this way it is the "rate of rise" of temperature
and not a "fixed point" alarm principle. It operates
only when the temperature rises at a rapid rate from
any previously existing temperature, whether that
temperature were low or high; it will, therefore,
give an alarm from the outbreak of a fire in a boiler
room as readily as from a fire in an ice house.

Self-Reporting System for Burglars
Suppose that every time a burglar entered a build-

ing he would take down the telephone receiver and
call police headquarters somewhat as follows: "Is
this police headquarters?" "Yes." "This is Jim
Smith. I have just entered the store of John Jones
at 2789 Madison Street by way of a rear window. I
expect to be here abou t fifteen minu tes. You will
have plenty of time to meet me when I emerge

This is practically what he does when he enters
a building protected by burglar alarm.

The method of operation of a burglar alarm sys-
tem is similar to that of the supervising elements of
a sprinkler system. Windows, doors, trapdoors,
and openings of the buildings protected are wired
in such a way that if opened, cause an alarm at the
central office. Upon receiving such alarms, a
rou nd srnan (who is a private policeman) is sent to
ascertain the trouble. Each place protected has its
opening hours at which time a switch is thrown, cut-
ting out the protection. The premises are protected
at all times other than opening hours, as on Sun-
days, holidays, and at night.
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The New Madrid Earthquake and Reclamation
By DEWEY CONRAD, C. E., '25

In the history of the United States there have
been only two destructive earthquakes which have
affected the eastern and central parts of the conti-
nent. One was the Charleston Earthquake which
occurred at Charleston, S. C., in 1886, and the other
was the New Madr.d Earthquake of Southeast Mis-
souri and Western Tennessee, which occurred in
1811-12. The latter was a very violent disturbance,
but owing to the fact that the region was only

the falling debris, and waited, chilled and terrified
in the winter air until morning. Daylight brought
little relief, for at early morning, another shock, pre-
ceded by a low rumbling, and fully as severe as the
first, came to add to their misery. The ground rose
and fell, earth waves, like the long low swell of the
sea, passed across the surface. Trees were tilted
until their branches interlocked, deep crevasses were

opened, large areas were
uplifted and still larger
tracts were depressed
and inundated. The return

~I current broke off thousands
of trees and washed them
into the river. The banks
caved, whole islands disap-
peared, and new ones ap-
peared at different points.
Legend tells of how the
great Mississippi flowed
upstream for three days,
filling such depressions as
Reelfoot Lake in Tennes-
see, and countless smaller
ones all over the area.
There is some doubt as to

~..;...__~q whether the direction of
Open Bay, Showing Stumps of Submerged Trees ~ r· fl t II dII I ow was ac ua y reverse ,

sparsely settled at that time, little damage was done but it has been definitely proven, that the
and few lives were lost. The disturbance affected countless lakes, and some of the swamps were
the topography of the country to a great extent, and formed at that time, since stumps of trees of the
has been one of the factors
which had to be considered
in the present drainage
projects.

The area which was af-
fected in Missouri, includes
the two counties which ex-
tend below the Mason-
Dixon Line into Arkansas,
and which were nominally
included in the state of
Missou ri to satisfy the
inhabitants, who "didn't
want to live in Arkansas
because it was unhealthy."
The New Madrid Earth-

quake
On the evening of De-

cember 15, 1811, the New
Madrid area was clear and
quiet, with none of the un- .
usual conditions which . . ~::::'3 -/ D

ld f t th t t Drainage Canal through Cushion Lake " 1'/wou orecas e por en - .•... /
ous catastrophe which was soon to occur. At two upland variety, are found in many o~ the lakes at
o'clock in the morning of December 16 the inhabi- the present time.
tants were awakened by the groaning, creaking, and Large areas of the country were covered with
cracking of the timbers of the houses or cabins in sand which extruded from below. Fissures were
which they were sleeping. With fear and trembling opened and a white silicious sand was forced up,
they groped their way from their houses to escape forming what is known as "sand blows." These
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spots today are practically useless for agricultural
purposes.

Extent of the Disturbance
The entire Mississippi valley and eastern half of

the United States was affected by the shock. Chim-
neys were thrown down in Charleston, S. C., St.
Louis, Fort Dearborn (Chicago), and New Orleans.
Several houses were wrecked in Cincinnati.

Geologists have come to the conclusion that the
New Madrid Earthquake was caused by deep-seated
faulting and folding of the underlying strata of the
Mississippi Valley. Down-faulting explains the
widespread effects of the shock, and folding explains
the more localized phenomena of domes, upheavals,
and su nk lands of the New Madrid area, as is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. In the immediate vicinity of the
river, there was a lateral displacement toward the
river, thus forming crevasses or down-faults, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.

Reclamation and Drainage Work
The greater part of Southeast Missouri is a low

level country, bordered on the north and west by
the Ozark Mountains. The streams from these up-
lands formerly emptied into this flat area, and kept
it wet and swampy. In addition to this, there were
the numerous lakes and sunk lands, which had been
formed- by the New Madrid Earthquake, as de-
scribed above. Attempts at local drainage had been
made at different times, but had not proved very
successful, until the Little River Drainage District
was organized about ten years ago. This District
was organized for the purpose of reclaiming some of
this 'waste land and draini ng' the remainder.

There were two phases to the work. One was to
remove. the contributing cause, by cutting off the
headwaters from the mountains, and the other was
to construct a system of d.tches to drain the low-
lands into Big Lake in Arkansas. To do this, the
District first constructed the Headwater Diversion
Channel, which intercepted the waters of Castor
River, Whitewater, and numerous smaller streams,
and carried them into the Mississippi River at a
point about ten miles below Cape Girardeau, as is
shown on the map. The Diversion Channel was
constructed with a base
width varying between 20
and 120 feet and a depth
varying between 10 and
30 feet. The material was
piled on the south side of
the ditch to form a levee
which is about 30 feet
high.

The next step in the
work was the construction
of flood-way channels
running north to south,
throughou t the entire
length of the District.
These channels are fed by
lateral ditches which were
constructed at various in-
tervals, and by the main
ditches from independent
drainage districts outside
the Little River District,
such as District 29 in New
Madrid County.

The work was financed by bonding the district,
and levying drainage taxes to cover the bonds. The

original bond issue, for $6,350,000 was followed by
an additional issue of $4,000,000 authorized last
year. Under the original plan there was constructed
6CJO miles of ditches and 48 miles of levee; which in-
volved the excavation of about 42,000,000 cubic

Underlyin:J S t rou,

L

Fig. 1
yards of earth. The District is abcfut g}0 miles long,
with varying widths, and contains 488,000 acres.

District Number .29, New Madrid County
District 29 of New Madrid County, which lies in

the extreme southeast part of the county, is one of

Fig. 2 C' \'g
the many independent districts which really form a
part of the drainage system. The district is bounded
on the south by Open Bay, a wide shallow overflow
channel of the Mississippi now closed by levee. The
west line is approximately parallel to the St. Louis
and San Francisco R. R. from Portageville to Mar-
ston, and the east line follows the Mississippi River
Levee as now built. The district varies in width

Cushion Lake, After Drainage

from about one-half mile at the upper end to ten
miles at the lower end, and in length from about
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three-fourths of a mile on the west side to ten miles
along the eastern border. It contains about 28,000
acres.

( -
Fig. 3

N ear the upper end of Open Bay, there are located
three low flat areas which during the greater part of
the year are covered with water, and form broad
shallow lakes mentioned above as Cushion Lake,
Snake Lake, and Horse Lake. According to geolo-
gists, these lowlands were formed as a result of the

earthquake in 1811. The largest, Cushion Lake,
covers an area of about 1,200 acres.

The district was laid, out for drainage in 1913 and
a part of the sy.stem of ditches was actually con-
structed. Owing to various reasons, chief of which
was the fact that the main ditch from Portageville
to the Little River Basin was too small and poorly
constructed, little benefit was realized from the
work. In 1920 bonds were voted for the purpose of
completing the work as laid out in 1913, and widen-
ing and deepening the ditches already constructed.

The main ditch from Portageville to the Little
River Basin, was constructed with a base width of
forty-five feet, and side slopes of 1 : 1. The depth
in some places, ran as high as 25 feet. The old spoil
banks were removed, along all ditches in order to
give a wider floodway in time of high water. In
widening and deepening the ditches, it was planned
to take all the cut from one side and leave the other
bank undisturbed. The idea of this was that the
banks, or slopes, had become stabilized by time and
if left undisturbed, would not cave in when the ditch
was deepened. It was found best to use a point near
the center of the old ditch for the outside edge of the
new slope, and all exca va tion was made on one side,
entirely removing one berm and waste bank. The
slope of new ditches was made 1 : 1 in all cases.

Floating Dredge at Work ~ S ~ - /-S
The work involved the reconstruction of th~1~i~

ditch and two laterals, and the complete construc-
tion of two other laterals. About 1,350,000 cubic
yards of earth. was removed, and the total cost
was abou t $300,000. The work in New Madrid
County is typical of what has been done throughout
the section. Districts ha ve been organized, which in
conjunction with the Little River District, form a
complete drainage system for Southeast Missouri.

That the same geologic agencies which caused the
New Madrid earthquake in 1811, are still active,
was demonstrated on February 28 of this year when
the eastern half of the Continent was again dis-
turbed by a slight shock. Geologists attribute the
recent disturbance to movements accompanying the
sinking of the New England coast.
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ART VERSUS DYNAMOS
By MARY EDITH COCHNOWER, Arch. '29

This is our new studio. And, just think, it was
once a mere room in the boiler house, occupied by
unappreciative dynamos! Now it is the one place
with space, with lighting possibilities, with "atmos-
phere," the newest, most-talked-of possession of the
art department. The modeling classes, of course,
feel that the studio is their special property, and
even Mr. Haswell says that their recent energy
surpasses that of the discarded dynamos.

In an artistic "atmosphere" one must expect to
find certain things which must be artistically over-
looked or practically overcome. So we, in our
studio, in the proverbial way of struggling artists,
find difficulties which, at first, seem to warp our
genius, but which, sooner or later, we shall be sure
to look upon as character builders and aids to true
development.

And now, do not laugh when I say that the most
bitter of our hardships is the lack of a drinking
fountain. No, you would not be smiling so un-
sympatheticaI1y if, after eatiflg three big, salty
pretzels, you had finally attempted to drown your
thirst in the shower. But, soon, we will not need
even your sympathy, for we, truly, are going to
have a drinking fountain.

l

Perhaps our other worries will seem to be an anti-
climax, for they have already been overcome. How-
ever, I must mention the unusually great precipi-
tation of soot, which gives us and our works a sort
of stippled effect if we do not provide any protec-
tion. Now we have learned to cover our "scu lp-
ings" and our clothes, to find our fellow workers
more beautiful through the dim haze which un-
avoidably falls upon them, and to look forward
happily to the springtime when all this will be
ended.

Indeed, our happiest dreams for the studio will
be realized in the spring. For, then, we shall open
all these high, arched windows and the huge, heavy
doors, and, perhaps, even a skylight, which we hope
to have put in soon. And, oh! (but this isn't a real
plan, only a lovely idea, that I am going to tell
you), we want to have a studio tea, and invite all
the friends of our new and aspiring architecture and
fine arts school. I simply can't begin to teI1 you
how delightful it would be. Wouldn't the decora-
tions be fascinating hanging from those steel gir-
ders below the high, ridged ceiling of heavy beams?
I am sure we shall make ourselves and our school
universally popular if we have such a pretty party
in our studio.
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Research Wark at the University
By R. S. CORWIN, Com. E., '27

The recent opening of the Lithographic Research
Laboratory marked another step forward in research
work at the University of Cincinnati. It was only
four years ago that The Tanners' Council of Amer-
.ca centralized their research work at the University.
Since that time they have built a building which is
devoted entirely to research in the tanning industry.
Last June the Commercial Club of Cincinnati agreed
to finance a survey of resources which affect Cin-
cinnati industries, and in this manner started the
Geological Department in that branch of research.

The questions arise,-why all this research?
where will it lead us, and it is profitable? The basic
research man fills the gap between the abstract re-
search man and the practical man of industry. He
takes abstract formulas, truths, and theories, and
shapes them into definite processes which are ap-
plicable to shop practices. This is a very important
link in the chain of modern production and it yields
huge returns, as is evidenced by the fact that large
corporations such as The General Electric Company.
The Westinghouse Company, The Standard Oil
Company, The American Telephone & Telegraph
Company, and The General Motors Corporation,
maintain great laboratories where the men do both
abstract and basic research work.

The Institute of Industrial Research
Like many methods used in our modern special-

ized production, this work is not profitable if done on
a small scale. Small industries such as tanning and
lithography can not afford to operate a research lab-
oratory in conjunction with the individual plant. It
is obvious that the only feasible plan among small
industries is to centralize the research work of the
entire industry in one laboratory. This is what is
being done at the University of Cincinnati by The
Institute of Industrial Research. This organization
is a unit of the Engineering College formed and di-
rected by Dean Herman Schneider. Its duty is to
direct, guide, and advise all research work carried
on at the University. The expense of the research
is borne entirely by the industry interested in it.
The Institute of Industrial Research is now direct-
ing research in three different lines, tanning, local
resources, and lithography.

Research in Tanning
The research laboratory of the Tanners' Council

of America which was started here four years ago is
an outstanding example of the progress which can
be made in basic research. A great deal of money
has been saved by those in the industry who took
advantage of the results and reports given out by the
laboratory. This has been accomplished with com-
paratively small expense. The research costs are
about four-thousandths of one per-cent of the indus-
try's annual turnover. The tanners' laboratory
started with a budget of $8,000 per year and it has
gradually increased until it is now $40,000 per year.
They have recently erected their own building on
the University campus. This progress has taken
place during a period of four years, which is phe-
nomenal for what one might call a non-producing

department. It is evident from this that basic re-
search must pay huge dividends.

The Geological Research
The latest issue of The Co-Operative Engineer

covered in detail the work of the Tanners' Labora-
tory, but prior to this time little has been said in re-
gard to the Resource Survey which is being con-
ducted by the Geological Department. This survey
is being directed by Professor Nevin M. Fenneman,
of the Geology Department, and is under the auspices
of the Commercial Club of Cincinnati. This work has
been under way for nine months and is to continue
for at least a year and a half. The purpose of the
survey is to make a study of natural resources, both
organic and mineral, which manufacturers of Cin-
cinnati could use in their business. In order to give
the reader an idea of the vastness of this research I
will list a few of the substances and industries which
are now being studied: lime, cement, coal, clay
products, glass sands, moulding sands, sulphur,
mineral pigments for paints, forest products, and
the Textile and Chemical Industries.

Each man engaged in this work begins research
on one particular subject and follows it through, fin-
ishing it completely before starting on anything
else. Reports are pu blished from time to time as
the work progresses. When the study of a subject
is completed a final report is published with maps
and graphs showing distribution, quality, and quan-
tity. These reports also give comparisons between
Cincinnati and other localities in regard to the par-
ticular industry concerned and their possible advan-
tages in locating here. Conditions other than re-
sources are taken into consideration when compiling
these reports, such as transportation and competi-
tive influences.

The advantages of the results obtained in this re-
search are two-fold. First, they will give the indus-
tries now located here helpful statistics and informa-
tion regarding their future supply of raw materials.
Secondly, they will aid in bringing industries here
which have prior to this time been operating in a
less advantageous place.

Dr. C. H. Behre and Dr. W. D. Johnston are de-
voting full time to this work. They are being aided
by Dr. Earl C. Case, Dr. W. H. Bucher, Dr. Otto
von Schlichten, Mr. C. V. Theis, and Professor
Nevin M. Fenneman, who is directing the research.
W. E. Hand and E. T. Crawford, two co-ops,' are
also contributing their bit.

Research in Lithography
The latest addition to The Institute of Industrial

Research is a laboratory devoted to basic research
in Lithography. This project is being financed by
the Lithographic Technical Foundation of New
York City, which is an organization made up of the
lithographic interests of the United States. Robert
F. Reed, formerly a research director of the Du
Pont Company at Wilmington, Del., has charge of
the new Laboratory. Professor Reed is a product
of our own college, having graduated as a Chemical
Engineer in 1914.
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The policies of this new laboratory are practically
identical "vith those govern ing the other research
activities at the University. Abstract formulas will
be con verted into general lithographic processes ap-
plicable to the whole industry. No hack-testing
work, no simple analysis, no daily factory problems
are handled in the Research Laboratories. Instead
the research man will develop basic research out of
which the immediate problems are solved. The
solving of one basic problem will solve five hundred
individual problems.

The three branches of research discussed in this
article are all unique and new. Their progress de-

termines the rate of advancement of the industries
they represent. It is the belief of those connected
with the co-operative course that its great advantage
over other courses is that it serves as the connecting
link between theory and practice. The bas.c re-
search laboratory accomplishes the same thing in
a different way. For this reason one might look
at the establishment of these great laboratories at
the University as a vote of confidence from indus-
try in the co-operative course and the co-op. Is it
any wonder, then, that the students feel proud
of the.r College, and their Dean who has conceived
and executed all of these plans?

EAST IS EAST
Latest news from the Near East generally means

nothing more than a mere event in international
politics, such as the banishment of the patriarch or
the menace of a new Balkan War. Here is some-
thing different-something of greater importance
to co-op students and alumni. For some time it has
been known that Professor A. L. Jenkins of the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering has been
spending the year as Exchange Professor at Roberts

College, Constantinople, his place being taken by
Professor L. A. Scipio of the Roberts College fac-
ulty. Just how completely Professor Jenkins had
caught the spirit of his new surroundings could not
be realized until the sketch reproduced above was
received by Dean Schneider. The original drawing
was made by a native artist named Balankin. The
Co-operative Engineer is indebted to Professor
Daniel Cook for this illustration, which is adapted
from the original sketch.
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Civilization's Harness- Maker
By W. R. PARRY .. C. E., '25.

With a little imagination. the engineer can be
likened to the mythical genie who suddenly ap-
peared whenever Aladdin's Wonderful Lamp was
rubbed. The genie was not interested in knowing
the owner of the Lamp. He was the servant of the
Lamp. And in our present day a similar condition
exists if we disregard the difference in methods. The
Engineer thinks little about who wants him to do
certain things. The Public wants something and
the Servant must satisfy the want. The Public
makes its desire known and shortly there it is, a
railroad, a canal, water supply, or what not. The
Engineer has assembled a host of inanimate objects,
has breathed life into the finished project, and it
starts a long period of useful work for the Public.

Twentieth-Century Genii

He uses nothing smacking of the miraculous to
accomplish his tasks. He is able to visualize clearly
the desired result, the obstacles to be overcome, and
then to devise the best method of procedure. He
has become a highly efficient "harness-maker." He
lays a network of rails and ties across the top,
through, or around a mountain, or he uses a mas-
sive network of steel called a bridge to cross rivers
and valleys that may be in his way. Canals are
linked with river, lakes, oceans, and cities. If it is
necessary, the canal passes over streets, rivers, and
deep valleys. When the canal has become obsolete
for traffic upon its surface due to competition with
a railroad, he makes it accumulate in a large reser-
voir and then with great velocity drive turbines
which furnish the motive power for generating
electricity. The power is then transmitted to dis-
tant towns and factories by the most economic wire
and pole system.

When gas is desired at a place of considerable
distance from the natural source, the best fitted ma-
terial is used in a pipe line to carry it. A booster
station on the line is a mere adjunct. If the gas
supply is too far away, he heats a large quantity of
coal and extracts the gas, using the residue for
fuel also.

A pole line stretching far into the distance and
carrying a number of wires is only another bit of
evidence that the Servant is trying to serve the
Public by giving him a means of communicating
with interests in another portion of the country.

The air ships and radio, despite all that they have
displayed at the present time, are probably in an
infant stage. The very fact that they have done
things heretofore judged impossible, confirms our
belief that they have just given us an inkling of

what can be done. It is safe to predict that they
will increase daily in their capacity as servants.

All of these subjects may be considered as the con-
necting link between the many communities of a
r ou ntry. It is in the community itself where Public
Service has become exacting.

Luxuries or Necessities?
Everybody has a keen realization of the many

uxuries of a community, and many even look upon
them, with a narrow aspect, as necessary. People
have a tendency to accept them as a matter of
course, or even to insist that they are necessaries in
their daily lives. To turn a switch here, push a
button there, open a spigot for water, light the gas
stove; anyone of these things is common place.
But behind them is the work of the genie. It is not
necessary for everyone to know the best telephone
system, the right kind of pipes for water supply and
sewage, or the best way to wire a house for electri-
.city. This has all been worked out by the Public
Servant so that he can give instant and satisfactory
results. The action of ground water on the outside
of a pipe, or the corroding effect of gas or sewage on
,the inside of the pipe, is of little interest. People
may see the telephone poles and wire lines in a city
disappearing from the surface of the earth, and
know that they are being put underground. But if
the word "hydrolysis" is ever seen or heard it is
mor e than likely associated with "halitosis" for a
good reason. Why such a thing as resistance makes
t possible to ring one phone number out of several

thousand, or makes it difficult to communicate with
places miles distant, is something for the genie to
worry about.

Having mastered the art of being an efficient
"Harness Maker," the Engineer is now turning his
attention to other fields of endeavor. He must do
all of these things with the least amount of time and
material. He is also beginning to see the necessity
of using the best and most economical combinations
of the elements in producing the materials he needs.

The older type of Engi ne er succeeded in harness-
ing the topography of the land and using it for the
benefit of the Public. Now he is trying to harness
the elements of the earth in an attempt to make
them do more work with a less amount of exertion
on the part of the Public. When the Engineer lis-
tens to the noises made by the atoms in a cube of
iron as they align themselves in the direction of a
magnetic force, he is hying to think of some way
to make these atoms do work in a single plane. The
potential energy stored in a glass of water is some-
thing that he wants to understand in the hope that
he can use it in every-day life.

The genie of of the Public today differs somewhat
from the genie of Aladdin's Lamp in that he is a
real ambitious, and inquisitive being, always trying
to find some way to do a piece of work, easier, safer,
or faster, with the economics of the case a deciding
factor.

Tau Beta Pi Essay.
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The Economic Aspects of Engineering
By O. C. ANDREWS, C. E., '25.

The economic aspects of engineering are country and placed on our tracks, they jumped the
summed up in the following quotation, "An engineer tracks and caused many accidents.
can do for one dollar what any fool can do for two." The Civil Engineer, believing that the only
From John Bogart in "The American Railway" we remedy for this was a very straight, smooth road-
get this definition for Civil Engineering: "The eco- bed, spent enormous sums of money to perfect them.
nomical adaption of the means and opportunities At the cost of constructing such roads, it is doubtful
existing to the end desired." Still another definition if America would ever have had a very Iar e e net-
is given by Ashbel Welch, a former president of work of railroads. Many companies that could not
the American Society of Civil Engineers, who said: afford to spend so much money per mile of track
"That is the best engineering, not which makes the built, were found to go out of business. Finally
most splendid, or even the most perfect work, but they turned to the Mechanical Engineer for a solu-
that wh.ch makes a work that answers the purpose tion to the problem. He determined to find a
well, at the least cost." solution by changing the design of the old locomo-

Engineering is one of the oldest professions, so tive to go around a curve of very short radius.
old, in fact, that the beginnings of the science or Next, he devised the equalizing beams, which kept
profession have never been discovered. The men 1 t fro m ru nrung off a rough track. More improve-
who built the Grand Canal of China, a waterway ments were added, which increased its flexibility,
700 miles long, wi th seventy-five locks, built thirty and hence, its tractive ability. This is a very good
centuries ago, are unknown. Their methods of con- example of two branches of engineering workinz
struction can only be guessed at. The Cheops together to economize the work of one of them. b

Pyramid, containing 85,000,000 cubic feet of stone, The dominating problem of the Mechanical En-
and covering thirteen acr-es, would give the modern g.rieer is that of efficiency. With this in view, he
engineer a very difficult problem. However, these attacks one or both of the following: The maximum
early engineers were not concerned about the cost power from the minimum of fuel, and the reduction
of the project. The pyramids, we know, were built of friction losses. He tries to conserve fuel, to utilize
by slaves and so were a great many of the pieces waste materials. He devises means of lubrication
of Roman Engineering. As we come down the by which the lubricant may be used several times.
ages, the cost of a project has more and more be- In boilers he tries to get the greatest number of
come one of the vital factors. Today, as indicated square feet of heating surface. In the gas engine
by the foregoing definitions of engineering, the cost he strrves for a large coo ling surface. However,
of construction is probably the most important fac- when it comes to the construction of these different
tor to be considered. engines, problems of design may enter. An air-

Different branches of engineering all consider the plane motor must be light even if its efficiency is
economic standpoint. In general, engineering takes somewhat less than that of a stationary engine.
the following steps: Invention, experiment, demand A two-cycle engine uses more fuel than a four-cycle
for article, and then producing the article on a pro- engine, but its cost of construction is much less.
duction basis. From these examples we see that efficiency and

The earliest known engineer was probably the economy are the guide posts for the mechanical
Military Engineer. However, his work is not on engmeer.
an economic basis, for it is not the permanent struc- A new kind of engineering which is very closely
tures that he builds but the temporary contrivances related to Mechanical is Industrial Engineering.
that are so needed in times of war. With the Civil This consists of the scientific supervision of a plant
Engineer it is different. Suppose this particular en- with regard to economy of production. It is the
gineer were asked to locate a proposed railroad line. duty of the Industrial Engineer to investigate, or-
This is considered the most important step in the ganize, improve, re-arrange, and systematize every
building of the new railroad. It is from his report, department of an industry in order to increase pro-
maps, and notes that stockholders of the railroad duction and to lower costs. The Industrial Engineer
will base their decisions as to the possibilities of the recommends new methods of storing raw materials,
construction of the new road. If he turns in a bad changes in the relative positions of machines, pro-
location, where bridges, tunnels, and trestles are vision to utilize waste material, alteration of the
needed, the financial outlay will be so great, that the personnel, and the eliminating of unnecessary posi-
project will have to be abandoned, and the inhabi- tions or departments. To do all this, he must have
tants of the community which it was to serve, must a working knowledge of chemistry, electricity, ac-
devise some other other mode of transportation. counting, economics and some experience in factory

Another example of economy in engineering is management. In fact, the Industrial Engineer is
furnished by the Mechanical Engineer. In the fol- a real economic engineer.
lowing illustration the Civil and the Mechanical Two more branches of engineering work together
Engineer worked together to perfect one of the to get a large saving for the people of all countries.
world's greatest inventions, namely the locomoti ve. The branches are Hydraulic and Electrical En-
The first locomotives were invented and used in gineering. Imagine the difficulties of trying to
England. Naturally, the Americans copied the Eng- transmit the power of Niagara Falls mechanically
lish type of locomotive. These were a very practi- to Buffalo. To do this, we would have a shaft,
cal locomotive in Europe as the distances were setting and gears. This would be prohibitive in
short, the track was smooth and straight, and the price and because of this, large waterfalls remained

curves were gentle. When introduced into this unused for years. With the beginning of the elec-
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tr ical era, it was the hydraulic engineer's task to
harness these falls and place their power at the dis-
posal of the electrical engineer. At first it was be-
lieved that the only good hydraulic engineers were
in Europe, but after a trial we found that we had as
good ones in this country. After about two trials
the hydraulic turbines were efficiently installed and
were ready to be operated by the Electrical Engi-
neers. By means of generators, transformers and
copper wires, they were able to transmit power to
nearby cities with but a slight loss of power. By do-
ing this, power was brought to the manufacturer's
door at less cost than that at which he could burn
fuel and generate it. By doing this, the gengineer has
conserved the fuel supply and is producing cheap
power. By conserving the fuel supply he has kept
its price down, inasmuch as the price of a commodity
is proportional to its demand.

During the last few years, Chemical Engineering
has come forward and we now have the Chemical
Engineer faced with the problem of putting labor-
atory reactions on a commercial basis. For in-
stance, let us suppose a chemist discovered a new
coal tar product. He shows it to his employer who
calls in a consulting chemist to get his opinion on it.
If the consulting chemist approves of it he will
probably suggest a location of the new plant. It is
then time for the Chemical Engineer to come into
the field. It is his business to put this new dye on
the market at the least possible cost. To do this

he must design a plant with regard to the routing of
materials. He must know the kinds of machines
and devices that will be needed. It is his task to
design special machinery to perform the work car-
r.ed on in glass beakers in the laboratory. The
most economical pressure and heat must be found
for the chemical reaction to go ahead. Not only all
of the chemical end of the new plant is left to him,
but he must make an estimate of its cost and the
labor conditions. All these come under the head
of the economical production of chemicals for com-
mercial use.

The field of engineering does not stop at the bor-
ders of any continent, but it goes out on the ocean
in the form of Marine Engineering. To the Marine
Engineer. the problem is to get the utmost speed
with the minimum of power. Again, two branches
vork tog-ether and we get the electric ship, like the
"New Mexico." Another problem is the saving of
space. The less space taken up by engines, the
more room for cargo; the more cargo per trip, the
more profits. In this respect, the Marine Engineer
.s always working on the replacement of reciprocat-
ing' engines with turbines.

The foregoing examples indicate something of the
relation between economics and engineering. It is
evident that various engineers in all their problems
are coming more and more to the point where the
cost of production or the cost of a project is the gov-
ern ing factor.

Tau Beta Pi Essay.

A Knight of the Rod and Chain
By A. J. 'WILDMAN, JR.

The Boss acquired Bill on the spur of the moment.
It happened that we had a very important job to
finish down in the lowlands of a certain Southern
state and the rear rodman failed to report to work.
So when Bill dropped off an oxcart right straight
from the piriewoods and asked, "Does you want a
man who can do right smart 0' work?" the Boss
hired him on the spot.

With his old felt hat stuck on top of a shaggy mop
of rope-colored hair; with his blue jeans and jumper
seemingly shrunk to his tall, lean body, and with
his enormous feet firmly planted in a pair of rough
brogans much the worse for wear, Bill blinked at
the Boss and said in a surprised and regretful voice,
"K; n you hones'Iy work me?"

The Theory of Least Work
Now, that was a question well put: for Bill was

a living example of the Theory of Least Work. Bill
performed all operations in that manner which r e-
quired the least output of energy. He was a con-
servationist of the first order. He did no more
physical work than the task in hand demanded.
Bill never sunk a peg for the Boss without first sit-
ting on the ground with the peg between his feet
and in this awkward position he would wield the
axe and drive the peg into the ground.

The Boss never had much trouble with Bill when
he put him on a station well in the rear with in-
structions to remain there as a backsight until re-
called. Bill would plant his surveyor's rod back of
the station and then sink into a semi-conscious state
like a snake digesting a frog. Under similar circum-
stances, most young fellows would get restless and

JOI11 the main party at the slightest pretext, but not
Bill. When the Boss wished to recall Bill, he would
wave to him, then he would shout to him, and then

25

he would go and get him. Except for this bad habit,
Bill made a good rear rodman.

The Invention Complex
Bill was not exactly stupid. This was conclusive-

ly demonstrated one windy March morning. The
Boss was trying to set up the transit and the strong
wind blew the plumb bob here, there, and every-
where, challenging the Boss's ability to center the
instrument over the station. But the Boss was
stubborn, and by means of strong language and a
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LAMME'S WILL AIDS ENGINEERING STUDENTS

skinny leg thrust to windward of the plumb bob,
finally placed the transit to his satisfaction. Now,
Bill noticed that this took time and trouble, and

After providing bequests to the members of his family,
the will of the late Benjamin G. Lamme, one of the fore-
most electrical engineers and chief engineers of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, makes provi-
sion for a number of engineering scholarships and awards
to take care of students, technical teachers and engineers
along certain electrical and mechanical engineering lines.

Two scholarships are established .by the will for the two
most capable students in mechanical and electrical engineer-
:ng courses at the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Lamme's alma mater, during their senior year. A trust fund
of $15.000 has been set as.de for this purpose.

A fund of $6,000 has been set aside for a gold medal to
be awarded annually' to graduates of one of the tcchn.cal
der.artments of Ohio State University for meritorious
a ch evements in engi neeri ng or technical arts. Not more
than $1,000 of the fund will be used in making a die and
the remainder will be deposited for interest. Two medals
mav be awarded during a period of one year if the accu-
-nulated interest warrants it.

Prov.sio n has also been made for the Society for the Pro-

The front chainman was sick. The rear chainman
regretted this very much, for the Boss appointed
Bill to this position. Now, the rear chainman, be-
ing experienced, had the sorry job of trying to make
Bill work, and at the same time of attempting to
teach him the fundamental principles of the front
chainman's job. So it was no wonder that the rear
chainman lost patience with Bill.

It all came to a head just as the party was ap-
proaching Mud Bayou, which was noted for the
slimy and fetid condition of its water. It so hap-

pened that the last point fell just on the edge of the
water. The rear chainman from his slightly ele-
vated position uphill shouted instructions to Bill.

"Hold your chain higher!"
"Steady your plumb bob!"
"Now pull hard! Harder! Harder still!"
Bill stood facing the lOO-foot chain, holding it

with the hand towards the water and steadying the
bob with his other hand. At each cry of the rear
chainman, Bill hunched more of his weight against
the long steel tape. Then the rear chainman sud-
denly released the chain. Bill did a beautiful dive
into the bayou and came up with his mouth full of
wa ter and decayed vegetation.

The rear chainman spent a week in the hospital
at headquarters, but he later confided to the Boss
that he considered himself a martyr to the party
which had been doing much better since Bill's de-
parture.

motion of Engineering Education or some other suitable
organization which shall give a gold medal yearly to the
chosen technical teacher for accomplishment in technical
leaching or actual advancement in the art of technical teach-
ing. A trust fund of $6,000 has been established for this
purpose, not more than $1,000 to be used in making a suit-
able die for the medal and the remainder to be deposited
for interest. If the accumulated interest warrants, two
medals may be awarded in one year.

The will also provides a trust fund for which $6.000 has
been set aside for the American Institute of Electrical En-
g.neer s for a gold medal to be awarded annually to a memo
bel' of that society for meritorious achievement in the de-
velopment of electrical apparatus or machinery. Not more
than $1,000 of the fund will be used in making a suitable
d.e for the medal and the remainder will be deposited for
interest. If the interest from the fund permits, two medals
may also be awarded during a period of one year.

The splendid collection of Indian relics which Mr. Lamme
had collected during his lifetime is given to the Ohio State
University.-Ohio State Engineer.

the thoughtful wrinkle on his brow gave weight to
the wisdom of his final utterance. .

"Gee, Boss, you sure went to lots of trouble!
Why don't you put a magnet on the pint ov that
hunk ov i'on hangin' on that string? Then you
wouldn't have no bother plantin' it over that tack."

The Roaming Bench Mark
After much hard work, the Boss had made a

fairly decent rodman out of Bill. One day the Boss
had to run a line of levels and, as Bill was the least
important member of the regular party, he took Bill
as his rodman. All day long the two ran that line
of levels and at the end of the day they drew near
to a small railroad station. The Boss heaved a sigh
of relief and instructed Bill to give him a level read-
ing on top of the station platform and then to give
him a reading on some object from which they could
start their levels on the next day. The Boss called
this last reading a bench mark and told Bill to be
particular about locating it. Then the company
flivver arrived and the Boss and Bill thankfully
started for home.

"Oh, by the way, Bill," said the Boss after half
the journey home had been covered. "Describe that
bench mark to me so I can put it in the notes."

"That's easy," said Bill. "I held the rod on the
nearest corner ov that flat car in front ov the
station."

The Boss got red and exploded: "The h- you
did! The local has pul1ed it out and how will we
start tomorrow?"

Bill smiled knowingly. "Oh, that's easy. I've
got the car number in my pocket."
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EFFECT OF WAR ON HIGHER EDUCATION
(E. P. Schone, The Transit of Iowa St.al e UnivC1'siiy)

In all the news about Germany little is to be found rega;:d'-
ing colleges and students. Prof. Schone gives some inter-
esting data, collected during a summer's visit to Germany,
concerning the German student of pre-war days and of
today.

Before the war the German college student "was a care-
free, idealistic, hard working individual." He was entirely
supported from home so he had his spare time free for
sports or independent study. His main idea was to gain a
thorough knowledge in order successfully to meet the com-
petition of after life,

N ow all is changed, The student is not the carefree per-
son of former days, His family cannot support him, due to
the depreciation of the mark, The family income. ordinarily.
is not enough to go around, even with the strictest economy.
The student must support himself, if he gets the chance,
But chances are not plentiful. His first efforts are put to
earning enough to live on, Any time and strength left are
spent in study,

To lessen the struggle for existence, the students have
banded themselves together into co-operative, economic
unions, These organizations mark an epoch in the history of
German higher education, - "the democratization of the
higher institutions of learning," There are some 40 unions
in S7 different schools, The unions are local in character
but act through a national board made up of representatives
of all the unions,

The conference at Tubingen in March 1923, set forth the
following program for the local unions to carry out as far
as possible,

1. "The reduction of cost of living to the individual stu-
dent through the establishment of a student boarding house
and a general store on a co-operative basis,

2. "Education of the student with respect to self-support.
Esta blishment of an employment office and union-owned
workshops, truck gardens, etc" which can give employment
to students even in times of general depression,

3. "Aid to needy students who are about to take a major
examination (there only two) by giving them free table
board, loans and clothing.

"Aid to such other students who may, for one cause or
another, be compelled to ask individual assistance,

"Aid to sick students,"
Most of the unions are seriously hampered in carrying out

the above program by a shortage of funds, In most unions
only the most important activities are carried out. Some,
however, are very successful. Notable among these is the
one at the University of Tubingen at Wurtemberg, This
union owns two large homes, a truck-garden, and two work-
shops. The homes accommodate a large dining hall serving
2,000 students, study rooms, bed rooms, library, and offices
of the organization, They also operate a laundry, shoe re-
pair shop, a mending shop, a book bindery and a typing and
multigraphing office where tl.e students may get their work
done at cost, A number of students lind employment here,

Statistics from a number of schools show that most of the
students work, either during the vacations or during the
regular sessions or both. Most of them are dependent on
odd jobs they are able to find, A few have permanent posi-
tions,

Not only students but everyone in Germany suffers under
the existing conditions, Some professional men, notably the
lawyers, physicians and dentists are worse off than anyone
in the community. Engineers and chemists who usually are
in some form of permanent employment fare somewhat bet-
ter. There is at present a surplus of them, so many are out
of work,

"Finally, taking everything into account, higher education
in Germany apparently offers few advantages to ambitious
youth. The reward for manual work is, in proportion to the
effort involved, higher than that for mental work, a fact
which cannot be overlooked by the people, Future years
may, therefore, find the institutions of hrghcr learning sadly
deserted and the ranks of the educated people, in conse-
quence, much depleted, and this just at a time when Ger-
many will be in greatest need of a large number of well edu-
cated men to effect a restoration of all its people have lost
during the past decadc.v-i-C. T. Hendrick.

Resists Corrosion
THIS picture, taken in the salt

marshes near Kearny, N. J.,
shows two lines of 30-inch Cast Iron
Pipe replacing pipe made of other
material. The alternate exposure to
the action of salt water and air is a
severe test.

While the pipe shown in the pic..
ture is subjected to unusual corro ..
siveinfluences, allunderground pipe
must be able to withstand corrosion
to a greater or less degree. Cast Iron
Pipe has this quality. It does not
depend on its coating to resist rust;
the material itself is rust-resisting.
The first Cast Iron Pipe ever laid is
in service today atVersailles, France,
after two hundred and sixty years'
service.

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

Our new booklet, "Plan-
ning a TYaterworks
Svstem ." w'zich cooers
the problem of water for
th. small toun. will b.

sent on request THE ACCEPTED STANDARD FOR
UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

S~nd for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Ser oi ce;" showing in-
teresting installations to

meet special probl~ms
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Limelight, Loot, and The Orator~Tribe
"Behold in the nation the orator tribe, when poor in their early career,
H ow faithful and just to the popular trust, how true to the state they

appear.
When wealth they have gained at the nation's expense, they are worsened

at once by the pelf,
Intriguing the popular cause to defeat, betraying the people itself."

This was not penned last week as heart's-ease after
signing the check for the winter's coal. A bright
young man named Aristophanes wrote it about
twenty-five hundred years ago in Athens. He
used the word "city" instead of "nation," for in his
day Athens was the state. The lines are quoted
to show that the disease which is now eating up
our nervous and financial reserves was accurately
diagnosed when the oldest germ-proof Sequoia
in California was a mere fifteen hundred years
young; and since it was written, nation after
nation has struggled to power and plenty by had,
quiet work of brain and muscle, only to perish by
the intellectual and moral weakness of its strong
and stirring voices.

At a convention of negro preachers recently, the
chairman presented a bishop thusly: "I now has
de honor of introducin' de Revrund Doctuh
Sprigg, who will define de indefinable, depict de
indepictable, and unscrew de unscrutable ;"-
whereupon the lusty bishop proceeded cocksurely
to riddle the riddles of the ages, including those
of our present time.

Unscrewing the "unscrutable" wasn't worrying the
bishop a bit; it was only a means of projecting
himself into the limelight. The same motive roils
the innards of many college presidents, as, for

examp 'e, the one who called several public-pulse
feelers to his office for advice and said: "The
nation's gaze is focused on the labor question; so
I have decided to make a speech on it. What
shall I say?" He was a ponderous propounder of
the obvious, and his speech said much and solved
nothing except the limelight problem; and, that
solved, the task was done.

The colored brother who blithely unscrambles the
unscramblable and the college president who
weighs his words by the thousand seek the lime-
light for vanit.y's sake. They are pullers-down of
what hard work has built up, only negatively.
They are positive only in their negations. They
are not constructively destructive because they
are not constructively anything. They merely
hold back and befuddle the procession by making
a speech to it. They do not steer it down the
wrong road. Therein they differ from the orator
tribe who seek the spotlight partly for vanity's
sake, but mostly for power's sake; and whose
ultimate aim is loot.

Given a man facile in words, evasive of responsi-
bility for the number of sheaves brought in at
each day's end, vain to rise and rule, envious of
those who have risen and who rule because they
have sown and labored and reaped, quick to use

-_._--
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Cincinnati Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
ONCE INSURED-ALWAYS INSURED

men's weaknesses rather than their strengths,-
and you have the orator tribe whose bowels crave
for loot. They are the natural enemy of all of us,
but their particular enmity is focused, naturally
enough, on the looters who use men's strengths
and who shoulder a heavy day's work, but who
are looters nevertheless.

Neither the lazy vocal looter nor the industrious
silent looter cares a hang about what comes after
him, whether deluge or dammed up resources.
Neither cares a hang about where civilization
came from or whither it is bent. Self-centered,
unscrupulous, and hard, both of them look upon
the democratic problem of living together by fair
adjustments as a fine subject for Sunday but a
foolish sentiment for the balance of the week.
And each calls upon the rest of us to be for him
or else to be classified as against him. Not to
rally to either looter's standard but to take a
position apart from both, brings a broadside of
maculate mouthings from the vocal one and a
subtle squeezing from the silent one.

A hundred million people,-merchants, manufac-
turers, artisans, laborers, farmers, teachers, clerks,
-all non-vocal and all asking merely the simple
right of getting along modestly well, as all of

them can,-go about in distracted circles, seeking
the road to safe arid permanent progress. It is
a situation upon which the wind-jammer waxes
fat and multitudinous. Every vocalist,-political,
educational, ministerial, piratical, revolutionary,
sociological and just plain undammed fools,-the
whole orator tribe,-is in full cry.

The hundred million have one way out: Stop listen-
ing, do their own thinking, go about the day's job
regardless of the clamor, and heed but one voice-
the still, small voice within.

A grain of the dust that was once Aristophanes may
be resting now on the topmost twig of a venerable
Sequoia, that saw its first sunrise twenty centuries
before the veil of the temple was rent in twain.
There would be no speech between them. But the
knowledge that is nature's would stir the old
germ-proof giant; he would shake a friendly
greeting to the dust of the poet who spotted the
germ that makes civilization shorter-lived than a
tree. -H. S.
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Chauncey Morgan Tilden, C. E. '14, died at his home in
Vernon, Michigan, February 4, 1925. He was severely ill
for about a week, although he had been in rather poor health
since 1920, when he suffered a severe attack of nephritis
that nearly proved fatal and invalided him for over a year.

"Chane" entered U. C. in 1909 with the first co-operative
class established in the Civil Engineering course. During
his college life he took an active interest in campus activi-
ties and for tour seasons was a star tackle on the football
teams coached by Burch. Dana, and Little, and proved of in-
valuable assistance to the Heucks, Ike Stewart and Teddy
Baer in the backfield. He was a member of Beta Theta Pi
and Sigma Sigma.

After being graduated he worked as construction superin-
tendent, and at the time of the entry of this country into the
Great War was employed by the City of Flint, Mich. In No-
vember, 1917, he was commissioned as a First Lieutenant
Infantry, from the Officers Training Camp, Ft. Sheridan,
Ill., and afterward served in this country at Camp Taylor,
Ky., and Camp Gordon, Ga., embarking for overseas ser-
vice in August 1918. His troopship, the Persic, was at-
tacked and sunk by a submarine off the coast of Ireland.
After floating around on liferafts for several hours, the sur-
vivors were picked up by torpedo boat destroyers and landed
in England. Upon reaching France he was assigned to Co.
F, 132nd Inf., 33rd Divn., was at the front at the time of the
Armistice and remained with this outfit till it was de-
mobilized.

About a year after his being discharged from the service
he became seriously ill of nephritis, which without doubt
was occasioned by cold and exposure suffered during his
shipwreck and subsequent service in the trenches.

After a valiant fight of over a year's duration, this illness
seemed to be conquered and he resumed construction work
with the Building Products Co., of Toledo, for whom he
conducted work in Columbus, Ohio; Charlotte, N. C.; Har-
risburg, Pa., and Detroit.

Feeling the need of a rest after a strenuous season, he re-
turned to his old home, Vernon, last December and was ap-
parently greatly improved when stricken with another at-
tack of his old illness, which eventually proved fatal.

In November, 1923, he was united in marriage to Miss
Marion Vaughn of Atlanta, who, with his sister, Georgia E.
Tilden and brothers Howard and Ward, survive him.

"Chance" was a man of very high ideals; a tireless
worker; a "square shooter" with subordinates as well as
those in authority which made him the subject of devotion
and loyalty from his workmen; had a fine, likeable person-
ality and was a good paL-F. W. Engdahl, C. E. '14.

The great leader
of a great industry

Du Pont chemical
engineers i n s u te
u nt fo r m i tu 01
quality by chemt-
cal control through
everyslepo!manu-
factu re from Taw
matertal tofinished
product.

EVERY industry has its lead-
er. Du Pont was the pio-

neer in explosives manufacture
in this country, and has held
that leadership for 122 years.

It has been the privilege of
the du Pont organization to in-
augurate every great forward
step in the development of ex-
plosives through continuous re-
search and experiment.

Du Pont not only has pro-
duced explosives of every type
to meet the varied requiremen ts
of industry, but has anticipated
those needs by developing ex-
plosives to meet new conditions
and new problems.

Send for your free copy of
the "Blasters' Handbook", an
authoritative work describing
the practical methods of using
explosives for various purposes
-industrial, agricultural and
general.

You will find this book use-
ful in your college work.

E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc,
Explosives Department

WILMINGTON, DELAW ARE

([UPON})
POWDER MAKERS SINCE 1802
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The apple that
rocked the earth

"I wonder why?"
In Isaac Newton's mind that question clam-

ored for an answer. Many men had seen apples
fall, but this man with the question mark mind
found out why they fall-and his answer has
helped us to understand the workings of a
umverse.

Would that we all could get a bite of that
apple if it would inspire us too with the "I
wonder why" attitude 1

Intellectual curiosity is a great and moving
force. It mobilizes reluctant facts. It is the
stern drill-master which whips into shape that
most invincible of armies-sure knowledge.

Curiosity, with the will to sweat out the
answer, is the greatest asset you can acquire in
your college course. This attribute is needed
by industry today more than ever before.

Number 46 0/ a series
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~srerl1 Eldcfric Company
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THE BASIC SERVICE OF THE ENGINEER

Wit h the announcement of the fine gift of John B.
Swift, to realize the addition of the new Electrical
Building to the engineering group, the services of
a consulting engineer are again required to give the
constantly increasing student body every possible
advantage. The architect is given due credit
through the newspapers for the beauty of his new
edifice and for the scientific arrangement of rooms
and lecture halls. However, the eternally modest
engineer, who plans the electric power and lighting
units, designs the boiler room and heating equip-
ment and lays out the plumbing, ventilation and re-
frigerating systems, must be content to catch a
casual remark about the warm fresh air and the
restfully lighted rooms.

-The consulting engineering offices of Fosdick &
Hilmer have had complete charge of all recent con-
struction at the University of Cincinnati, Miami
University and Western College. William P. Fos-
dick is a Cincinnati graduate, having received his
degree as a Civil Engineer in 1905. He was an asso-
ciate of Walter G. Franz for fifteen years, and, upon
the latter's death, he and Mr. Otto Hilmer, a grad-
uate of Cornell, formed the present organization
and took up the problem of all engineers:
"Carryon."

Among the proj ects just com pleted are the James

Gamble Nippert Stadium and the Tanners' Building,
and the mechanical details of the new Alphonso Taft
Law School, now building, were handled by this
organization. The ventilation and lighting of the
Tanners' Building were the chief topics of note at
the dedication. The heating at the University is
quite unique, in that the mains and branches are
so laid out that the additional buildings now in-
cluded i,1¢the expansion program have their heat and
electric 'power within easy reach and it is not nec-
essary to tunnel back to the power plant. This
required a very accurate survey of the entire project
and even a more accurate design, so that any
emergency could be met and properly satisfied.

In building up the organization, Messrs. Fosdick
and Hilmer have drawn liberally upon the gradLiates
of Cincinnati."U quality in this case can be judged
by numbers, the courses outlined by the var.ous
departments have equipped men with a wide knowl-
edge of engineering, which is so very necessary in
this work. There are six graduate engineers and
three senior co-ops included in the organization.
The field covered by Mr. Fosdick is indeed surpris-
ing, for he must know every angle of the consulting
game. The position he holds today is indeed a fine
goal for future engineers to work towards, and as
he is one of its earliest engineers the University of
Cincinnati is justly proud of him. -Contributed.

NEWEST IMPROVED BURGLAR ALARM
(See Article on Page 13.)
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Complete Equipment
Evangelist-" * * * and there shall be weeping and wailing

and gnashing of teeth."
Old Lady (in audience)-"But, sir, I have no teeth."
Evangelist-"Don't worry madam, teeth will be provided."

-Dental Student.

Something New
"You remember you sold me a horse last week," said the

cabman, angrily, to the horse dealer.
"Yes, what about him?"
"He Iell dead yesterday."
"Well, I told you he had some funny ways about him, but
never knew him to do that before."

How It Goes
Riddy-"Is it true that you wouldn't stop playing poker

to eat?"
Diddy-"Not exactly. But frequently after playing poker

I stop eating."

Who Is the Office Boy?
Stranger (to office boy)-"I wanna see the editor of the

'Co-operative Engineer.'''
Office Boy-"What Editor? We got all kinds of editors

around this joint, nothin' but editors; just like the Mexican
army, all generals and no privates."

Out where the buttons seem
A little tighter;

Out where the buckle shines
A little brighter;

Out where the girth becomes
A little longer;

Out where the straining seems
A little stronger-

That's where the vest begins!
-Arizona Who Doo.

It Happened in Missouri
If anyone can tell a bigger one than the following, he

wins a cast-iron hairnet and a package of hump hairpins
to boot:

"Seven years ago a farmer hung his vest on the fence in
the barnyard. A calf chewed up the vest, in the pocket of
which was a gold watch. Last week the animal, an old
milch cow, was butchered for beef, and the watch was found
lodged in such a position that the cow's breathing kept the
watch wound up, and the watch had lost only four minutes
in seven years."-Kennett Democrat.

In English Class
Teacher: "I have went. That's wrong, isn't it?"
Pupil: "Yes, ma'am."
Teacher: "Why is it wrong?"
Pupil: "Because you ain't went yet."-Exchange.

Safety First
Al.-"Be careful about pickin' up that cable. It might be

a live wire."
Ed.-"Don't worry about me. I always feel of 'em before

I pick 'em up."

NO CO-OPS NEED APPLY

What could be "softer" than a job as mattress tester?

Wise Girl
Him-"How do you like my mustache?"
Her-"Well, between you and me, I like it."

Teacher-"Now, how old would a person be who was born
in l890?"

Bright Pupil-"Man or woman?"

,
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Why interchangeable
parts can be made

at low cost-

BROWN & SHARPE Automatic
Screw Machines

are one of the big reasons

THE low cost of parts for auto-
mobiles, sewing machines, type-

writers, etc., is due entirely to quan-
tityproduction. Many ofthese parts
are made from bar stock and Brown
& Sharpe Automatic Screw Ma-
chines are often responsible for the
fast rate of production secured.

These machines when once set-up
and supplied with stock, work auto-
matically and perform each opera-
tion with a high degree of accuracy.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1., U.S.A.

IMPOSSIBLE
A perfect lady is one who can say "limbs" without think-

ing "legs."-Jack 0' Lantern.

R. ]. STIER, Druggist
Clifton and Mc Mil'lan

West 7276 West 7277

BAD BREAK
" Is it hard to read my face?" she asked.
"No, it's quite simple," he replied.
Then it was all off.

WHY NOT HANDLE A WOMAN ELECTRICALLY?
If she is willing to come half way Meter
If she is willing to come all the way Receiver
If she wants to go still farther Dispatcher
If she gets too excited Controller
If she talks too long Interrupter
If her way of thinking is not yours Converter
If she picks your pockets Detector
If she sings inharmoniously Tuner
If she wants chocolate Feeder
If she gossips too much Regulator
If she is wrong Rectifier
If she is a poor cook Discharger

-Exchange.

2.5'> - '2.3"Z.. Pushed for Money

&3.tf -----
POST MORTEM

[11 a western town there is a sign reading as follows:
4076 people died last year of gas.

39 inhaled it;
37 put a lighted match to it;

4000 stepped on it.

Two colored men were standing on the corner discussing
family trees.

"Yes, suh, man," said Ambrose. "I can trace my relations
back to a family tree."

"Chase 'em back to a family tree?" said Mose.
"Na w, man, trace 'em, trace 'em-get me?"
"\;\1 ell, they ain't but two kinds of things dat lives in trees

-birds and monkeys; and you sho' ain't got no feathers
on you."

Gladys: "I would like to buy an easy chair for my
husband."

Salesman: "Morris?"
Gladys: "No, Ernest."
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LIFE'S LITTLE PROVERBS

A rattling flivver gathers no women.
The early bird catcheth the right royal horse laugh

from the stag line.
A stitch in time saveth nine from going blind.
A thing of beauty is rarely clever.
He who cuts last gets the intermission.
All's fair in love, war and checkroom line.

When the Dean's away the boys will play.
Poverty makes the taxi ride seem longer.
Early to bed and early to rise impairs the digestion

and ruins the eyes.
Dead men tell no tales-unless they be allowed to ac-

cumulate on the mantlepiece.-Brown Jug.

OUT OF LUCK

"What! You are looking for a cashier? You had one
only last month."

"Yes. that's the one I'm looking for."

Greetings, Co-Ops!
vVe are always glad to submit designs for

Fraternity Badges and Society Keys
Designers and Makers

THE MILLER JEWELRY CO.
Greenwood Bldg. Sixth and Vine

THE WEAKER SEX

"They tell me Simpson had quite a scrap with his wife
last night."

"What was wrong with him?"
"I didn't hear."
"Liquor, I suppose."
"No, she licked him."-Ex.

TELL IT TO THE MARINES

The wife and daughter of Lieutenant Berry of the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station approached the gate to
the station and were halted by the sentry on duty there.
who had orders to allow 110 one to enter by that gate.

"Oh, but we're the Berrys."
"Lady, I don't care if you're the eat's meow, you can't

go through this gate."-Ex.

A WINNER

Father (reading a letter from his son at college to
mother) : "Willie says he got a beautiful lamp for
boxing."

Mother: "I just knew he'd win something in his ath-
letics."-Ex.

West 2431

The STUDENT CONFECTIONERY
CANDY -CIGARS-STATIONERY

Hughes' Corner, at the End of Clifton Avenue

Biggs: "I called on Mabel last night and I wasn't
any more than inside the house before her mother asked
my intentions."

Jiggs: "That must have been embarrassing."
Biggs: "Yes, but that's not the worst of it. Mabel

called from upstairs and said, 'That isn't the one,
mother.' "-Ex.

Does a red-headed woman always marry a meek man,
or does he just get that way?

Many a true word is spoken through false teeth.

GOOD' BRONZE BUSHINGS
ORIGINATE in BLUE PRINTS

IT is an increasing practice with engin-
eers and designers to indicate bronze

bushing bearings on blue
prints by writing in "Bunting"
and a stock number. This
serves the two fold purpose
of economy and quality.

Familiarity with
Bunting's Stan-
dardized Bushing
Bearings is part
of you.r study of
engineering.

BUNTING'SStock
list 1 shows the

specifications of 300
different sizes of fin-
ished Bunting Phos-
phor Bronze Bush-
ing Bearings always
carried in stock. The
range of sizes covers
practically every

need in modern
engineering. It
will be sent to
any student, on
request.

THE BUNTING BRASS & BRONZE CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Branches and Warehouses at

NEW YORK CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO

BUNTING
BUSHING BEARINGS
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Ambitious Salesman: "Here is a bargain, madam. The
only piece of furniture of its kind in the world. A real
antique."

Fair (?) Damsel: "Woudcrful. What is the price?"
A. S.: "Thirty dollars each."

Mathematical Instruments - Drawing Materials

Special Prices to U. C. Students

The FERD ,;VAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office

It sometimes happens that the happy look on a bride's
face is due to the fact that she realizes it was her last chance.

Up-To-Date

Head Waiter: (to business man making figures on the
table-cloth:

"Pardon me for interrupting you, Sir, but the management
provides Adding Machines free of charge. Shall I have one
wheeled in?"-Dalton Service Bulletin.

Phone West 2060-2061 Prompt Auto Delivery

Wholesale Louis Reinert Retail

Fancy and Staple Groceries
All Kinds of Meats McMillan St. and Clifton Ave.

College Wit: "Give me a yard of pork. please."
Butcher: "Boy, bring this gent three pig's feet."-Georgia

Technique.

A CLEAR CASE HERE

"A ny insanity in the family?" asked the insurance doctor
of Mrs, Suffragist,

"Well, no; only my husband imagines he is the head of
the house."

YOU'LL LIKE 'EM

211 W. McMillan St.

Service, a laCarte

We Cater to Ladies
and Gentlemen

Please the

LOW-BROW DEFINITIONS

Oxygen-An eight-sided figure.
Dispel-To spell incorrectly.
Blizzard-The inside of a chicken.
Buttress-A nanny goat.
Monomaniac-A man with only one with.
Observatory-A place where flowers are kept.
Dogmatic-Pertaining to the culture of dogs.
Frontispiece-A headlight on a Ford.
Ruminating Animal-One that chews its cubs.-Wiscon-

sin Engineer.

On your deposits
makes a savings
account a profit-
able, growing in-
vestment. We
will glady serve
you at our

UNITY
North Cinti. Branch

Vine & Calhoun

The
PROVIDENT
Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Seventh and Vine

CAFETERIA SERVICE
•••••..11A.M. to 2 P.M.-5 P.M. to 8 P.M.

and Strive to

Palate

We
Serve
a Variety of '
Tasty, "Homey"
Pure Foods.
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So the Turns of
an Indoor Track

are Banked
DOWN the stretch of an indoor

track, then 'round the turn-
what would happen to a runner if the
turn were perfectly level, like a basket-
ball floor?

The same thing that would happen
to a Tim.ken Bearing if the Tim.ken
Bearing were not tapered.

When you sharply turn the front
wheels of a m.ovingm.otor car, for
exam.ple,the sam.e thing happens
as when a runner dashes round
the turn of a track. The front
wheels direct the car around
the turn. Moment.urn, however, \
tends to throw it sidewise - in
the same direction that it previously
was traveling. The result is a heavy
side load or "end thrust" on the bear-
ings in the front wheels.

The bank of the track keeps a runner
from. feeling the effect of side-swing as
he rounds a curve. A sim.ilar device -
the taper - enables a Tim.ken Bearing

easily to withstand "end thrust" from.
any source.

In bearings that are not tapered,
heavy ~~endthrust" m.ust be cared for
by a separate "thrust" bearing. A
Tim.ken Tapered Roller Bearing with-
stands heavy "thrust loads," as well as
all other loads, with equal effectiveness.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER-BEARING COMPANY
CANTON. OHIO

© 1924, T, R, B, Co.

TIMKEN
rtl.pered

ROLLER BEAR.INGS
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THERE was a time when men-even
engineers-were satisfied with plain

friction bearings for wheels and for
other revolving parts of mechanical
equipment.

But the day of the plain bearing has
passed with that of high collars,pointed
shoes and other friction producing
devices.

Anti- Friction Bearings
For Modern Mechanical Equipm.ent

Hyatt roller bearing disassembled-outer raceway.
roller assembly and inner raceway. In some instal.
lations the inner raceway is eliminated, the rollers
operating directly upon the shaft.

Modern industrial methods require,
and enlightened engineers demand that
rotating parts be mounted on bearings
that will roll instead of rub. The re-
.sults of using anti-friction bearings are

obvious-less fuel and power con-
sumed, less lubrication required and
infinitely less bearing wear.

Not only automobiles, but rolling stock,
machinery and equipment of all kinds
now operate on anti-fricrion bear-
ings.

Hyatt roller bearings have been pio-
neers in this field. For over thirty years
they have been eliminating friction and
showing the way to better and more
economical operation of equipment in
virtually every line of human en-
deavor.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
NEWARK DETROIT CHICAGO

WORCESTER PHILADELPHIA
PITISBURGH CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO
CHARLOTIE :.
MILWAUKEE

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS

l
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The Lord freezes the water,
But you have to cut your

own ice.

After having studied science in regard to excavation, gra-
dation, gravitation and aviation. he considered himself quali-
fied to travel. But having overlooked the theory of evasion,
he was killed while crossing the street between intersec-
tions.-Ex.

Pf-lONE
MAIN
7040

128 Opera Place
CINCINNATI

DESIGNING
RETOUCHING
P~OTOGl?AP~ING
HALJ:-TON ES
ZINC ETCHING
PROCESS PlAns

Keeping His Own

"Is your new son-in-law a good provider?"
"He can just about keep my daughter in gloves. I pay

for everything else."
"Then' he deceived you as to his circumstances?"
"N o. I remember he merely asked for her hand."

First Angel: "How'd you get here?"
Second' Angel: "Flu."-Exchange.

Have Your Lunch With Us

University Lunch Room
EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor
243 West McMillan

A Slight Error
Sullivan: "Isn't that Casey over there kidding that col-

ored dame?"
Swecney: "Oh, my gosh! I just knew he'd be making

a fool outa himself if he ever went out alone. He's color
blind."-Ex.

l Prospect: "What have you in the shape of automobile
tires ?"

Salesman Sam: "Funeral wreaths, life preservers, in-
valid cushions and doughnuts."

First: "What' da' ya doing tonight?"
Second: "Studying."
First: "T'rn not doing anything either. Let's go to a

show."

Corryville Horne Bakery
and Lunch Room

\'AI e Serve Students 2713 VINE STREET

Wifey: "John, dear, what are you opening that can with?"
Hubby: "A can opener, of course."
Wifey: "From what I heard I thought you were opening

it with a prayer."-Ex.

"There was one time in my life, when I was glad to be
down and out."

"When was that?"
"When I went up in an airy plane."

Love may be blind, but the neighbors are not.
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Phone, Avon 3116 THE DISADVANTAGE OF POOR LIGHTING.

And Other Dairy Products

Pasteurized Milk and Cream

Girls swears she has never been kissed. No wonder she
swears.

Boarding house patrons are apt to have liver complaint
when it is served seven times a week,

Chicago.

MIS SIS SIP P I W IRE G LAS S CO ••

220 Fifth Avenue.

New York.

As thousands of our industrial plants are operating
to-day with poor lighting and in some cases with extremely
bad facilities, it would seem that the importance of the
subject of lighting has not been given the serious consid-
eration by those responsible for such conditions.

Poor lighting is one of the most serious handicaps
under which a manufacturing establishment can operate.
First of all, poor lighting is the cause of a large number
of accidents in industrial plants; and it is singular that
accident reports do not yet properly classify the hazards
of poor lighting, which in many cases is the primary cause
of an accident attributed to what is really a secondary
cause. Safety engineers and other officials who make acci-
dent reports should always consider the condition of the
lighting when working up a report of accident causes, for
it plays an important part in a great many casualties and
is apt to be overlooked. All accidents due to poor lighting
are accidents of neglect, and are preventable. The poor
lighting accident hazard is clearly chargeable to manage-
ment and not men. It is a difficult matter to make such
progress with Safety First in a plant which has neglected
to provide one of the fundamental requirements of accident
prevention-good lighting.

Probably no one single factor connected with the
equipment of a plant so directly affects the efficiency and
inefficiency as the quality and quantity of the lighting.
The curtailment of production of all working under the
disadvantage of poor lighting represents a big loss each
day; the poorer the lighting the less able is the working
force to function efficiently. Quality and quantity both
suffer, representing a preventable loss wholly removable
by improving the lighting.

Under poor lighting condition, we cannot expect and
rarely do we find an orderly, clean factory. Darkened
places encourage careless habits and workers are often led
to deposit discarded articles or material which should be
deposited elsewhere. The eyesight of those who attempt
to use their eyes continually in insufficient light, below
nature's demands, is often affected. Too much light, such
as is furnished by bright, unprotected lights, is as harm-
ful as too little illumination; both are fundamentally
wrong. Nature's own illuminant, daylight, is unequalled
for our requirements of lighting.

The eye is best suited to daylight in the proper
quantity. Sun glare should be avoided, and in the dark-
ened hours proper artificial illumination provided. Day-
light should be utilized to the fullest extent. It is supplied
free in abundant quantity for our use. Modern invention
has supplied a means whereby the interior of buildings can
be lighted by daylight, and all the advantages secured
which is furnished by good lighting at the smallest cost.

Industrial buildings should have as much wall space
as possible devoted to windows fitted with Factrolite Glass,
which insures the maximum amount of daylight and which
prevents the direct rays of the sun from passing through
as it properly diffuses the light.

If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report-"Factrolited.'"

St. Louis.
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Sandwiches of All Kinds

2519 VINE STREET

Ladies-Gentlemen

EVERY engineer should know ApOLLO Best Bloom and
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, Americr n Bessemer

and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel
Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized

SHE-~-. S---~. ~--_. -- ----_.

-- ~ ~ .. -

--- - --_.- -

------_. - ~ ---~-~ ------~---- - =-----=-
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur-

Tf\\ ~ ~ poses-Black Sheets, Galvanized Sheets,
. Corrugated Sheets, Formed Roofing and

Siding Products, Galvanized Tank. CuI.
vert and Flume Stock, Special Sheets

iO:t~~~lfl\~gs~~~~~~aEfec~;~~Y~~~:~::
Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plates.
Black Plate. Etc. Sold by leading metal
merchants. KEYSTONE quality isof par-
ticular interest to you. Send for booklet

<UIERICANSHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

YOUR BARBER

CHRIST BALLAUER
228 West McMillan Street

Then He Retired
"Is your Packard friend coming tonight?"
"No."
"Dodge Brothers?"
"No, dearies, this is Wi llys-Ku ig ht.v-c-E.x.

VARSITY LUNCH ROOM
CLIFTON AND CALHOUN, Opp. Hughes

Brbakfast-Dinner-Supper Chas. Kern, Prop.
Across From University Campus

The J. H. Fielman Dairy Co.

Decided
He-"They say that people who marry soon grow to

look alike."
She-"Then you may consider my refusal as fina1."

Finished
Fearful-"Doctor, 1S it true that people are occasionally

buried alive?"
Doctor-"It never happens to my patients."

"What is a molecule ?" asked the surgeon at the interne's
schoo1.

"A glass the Englishman wears in one eye," snapped back
a promising young doctor.

----------

A student at the University of Arkansas introduced the
following novel variation in a lost-and-found notice:

"If the person who took my notes on 'Power Plant Equip-
ment' will return them, no questions will go unanswered,"



zoo zoo
Doing Big Things In A Big Way!

Only The Best Is Good Enough For Zoo Patrons
In Celebration of Our GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR, We Are

Pleased To Announce as Our Opening
Attraction

THE MEYER DAVIS ORCHESTRA
(With Meyer Davis in Person)

MAY 17th TO MAY 30th, INCLUSIVE
IN A SERIES OF GREAT CONCERTS AND DANCE MUSIC

Imagine Dancing to the Wonderful Music of
Meyer Davis!!

Meyer Davis' Orchestra Was the Choice of the Prince of Wales!
NEVER BEFORE-NEVER AGAIN

CAN YOU ENJOY SUCH A WONDERFUL ATTRACTION)
AT THESE PRICES

All Seats Free-Afternoon and Evening
Clubhouse Cover Charge for Dancing-75c After 8:15 P. M.

No Cover Charge for Regular Dinner Patrons
Unti18 :15 P. M.

Magnificent New Maple Dance Floor at Clubhouse-4,OOOSquare
Feet of Dance Area

Regular Dinners and a la Carte Service-No Increase in Menu
Prices

Note.-This large and wonderful dance orchestra
Will play from the opera stage. You will dance to
its wonderful music on the new floor of the Club-
house balcony. You will see and hear the wonderful
orchestra from the pavilion seats.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS A SINGLE EVENING!
A SINGLE AFTERNOON CONCERT!

A SINGLE DANCE!
AN OPPORTUNITY THAT COMES BUT ONCE!

Zoo Dansant-May 17th to Sept. 7th. McClure's Zoo Orchestra.
Opera Season-June 21st to August 15th.
Ice Shows-May 23rd to September 7th.

zoo zoo
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